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ABSTR.ACT

During the past decade or so, many researchers, planners and

managers the world over have propounded some version of "ecosystem

approach" for problems and opportunities associated with the natural

environment and renewable resources. Most of these approaches share

the folfowing features: a primary focus on ecological phenomena

as opposed to engineering, economic or jurisdictional phenomena; a

perception of some self-regulatory capacity on the part of an ecosystem;

a recognition of the marked responsiveness of many ecological systems

to natural and human activities; and a readiness to strike a prag-

matic compromise between detailed reductionist understanding and a

more hoListic, comprehensive overview. Environmental workers in the

Great Lakes Basin are no\^r trying to operationalj-ze, implement and

institutionalize some form(s) of this approach.

This paper is an assessment of ten of the most recent of these

"ecosystem approaches" developed for environmental problems in the

Great Lakes Basin. Of the ten, one is the mapping method of environ-

mental planning widely publicized by lan McHarg which is the primary

planning tool of most fandscape architects. The comparison. of these

studies is intended to inform Great Lakes workers of the methods and

information norrr available to them, and to explore the various inter-

pretations of the meaning of "ecosystem approach". Through the latter,

it was d.iscovered that McHarg's method differs from other resource manage-

ment techniques in its use of ecol-ogical information and concepts, and

consequentJ-y its ability to interpret, predict and manage ecosystem behaviour.

These and other differences between the ten studies are outl-ined and

suggestions are given for their use in a state-of-the-art coordinated

approach to Great Lakes environmental problems.
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As ít ís practiced by landscape architects today, environmental planning

provides an excellent means of spatially sorting ouÈ land uses, but often

a príûítíve information base for the subsequent development of managemenË

strategies. Since uost planners have recentÌy been required to accompany their

spatial plans with such strategies, this is a good time for a critical

self examinatfon. I^lhat is the specj-al understanding that a landscape arch-

itect can bríng to an interdísciplinary resource problen? And how should

Ëhat expertise best use and be used by other specialties: research data, legal

a¡d other regulatory guidelines, engineering and structural information, and etc.

The first real definition of a landscape architectts role in resource

planníng was developed by Ian McHarg. McHarg gave the field of landscape

architecture a new relevance and a ner^r visÍon by opening the way for integrative

ecological planning, but made a serious mistake ¡¡hen he províded a very simple

nethod for the purpose. For many (perhaps nost) landscape architects without

Èhe scientific training to properly nold the method to each problem, McHarg

provided a decree: to be used, information must be made spatial. Because

spati-al information must be híghly simplifíed to be practical, landscape arch-

itects were gíven a planning tool Èhat gave them what r¿as often thought to be

a good understanding, and what was often taken as a rather defensive central

control. They were dealing with information translated into their language,

often suppressing the importance of whatever r¡ras untranslateable.

Designers often seem to be comfortable with the coordinating

role - certaínly with siurplification because these processes are essenti-al to

the integratíve, creatiVe act. I^lith McHarg's planning tool, designers are

able to capítalize on these strengths and, ironically, isolate themselves from

the complexity of possible contributie¡s from other fields. Their relationship



rûith research scientÍsts is at best, remote; wfth resource managers, often

purely cooincidental; with Èhose developing regulations and guidel-ines, mos

often nonÍnteractive. Thís disciplínary isolatÍon is a product of at least

200 years of cultural- special-izatÍon, to be sure, but the time has clear1-y

come for brfdging disciplinary worlds and J-andscape architects are not' as

professÍon, contributing nuch to the environmental nanagement field.

My first reaction Êo the sÍnpJ-icity and r¡hat I see to be inadequacy of

McHargrs overlay method rüas to atÈempt a unl-ficatíon. Several months were

spent searching through recent ecological literature for concepts and tech-

niques which could deal with ¿þs trprocess" Ínformation l-eft over when all of

McHargts maps were complete: methods which could describe both the structure

and function of ecological comuníties in such a way that reasonable PTe-

dictions could be made about their responses to human activÍtles. After a

tÍme, however, it became clear that ecologists had, by and large, not been

anticipating the needs of planners: their concepts and techniques had not

yeÈ been refined for inmediate, practieal use. The story which preceeds a

descrÍption of the current state of ecology and the concepts which are

irnurediately useful follows

The following are the views of one of ecologyts earliest definers and

promoters, Eugene P. Odum, on the state of the art in L9772

"science and technology, during the past half century
have been so preoccupied with reductionisn that
supra-individual systems have suffered benign negl-ect.
I{e are abysrnally ignorant of the ecosystems of which
\re are dependant parts." (Odun 1977, p. 1289)

Ecological research has primarily involved itself with ¿¡s study of

indíviduals, contrary to popular understanding. Until just fifteen years

âgo, a reductíonist zeàL tor specific detail gave the study of indivíduals

their relations to those of the same species or interbreedÍng grouP, a cer-
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conmunities did not have. Rarely were plant and animal conmuniËies analyzed

as ínteracting, evolving units.

A rather mechanistic, causal world view produced and r¡las pro-

moted by this linear analysis. This is the world described and bounded by

physical and philosophical laws of the seventeenth century. Unidirectíonal

cause and effect prescribed a predetermined and infinítely reducible universe.

Each event had a single or set of causes which could ínvaríably be traced;

differences in findings indicated differences in physical conditions rather

than possíble differences in perception or interactions between Èhe perceíver

and the perceived. Logic r¿as axiomatícal and deductive; truth, singular

(Maruyama I974, in Regier 1978). Because organisms were sÈudied one or two

at a time, the true conplexity of the ttcausett of events l'las never revealed.

The tools used for this type of analysis are maps (prímarily of geo-

uorphology and species distríbution) ; time series data of annual cycles; and

simple statistical correlations between indívidual life eycle events (Regier

and Rappott L977). The primary means of ecosystem descriptj-on are extensive

species lists.and, again, maps of various spatial analysís. If this sounds

familíar, it is because these are still the primary Èools used by planners and

some managers to solve currenr ecological problems. According to Regier:

"During the past decade, ú/estern nations have developed
or strengthened a serj-es of instruments to correct the
worsening aan-nature interaction. It need not surprise
us that virtually a1l of these adnittedly ad hoc iniriar-
ives have so far, fallen far short of full effective-
ness. ParË of the reason may be related to the fact
Èhat the ecological input has seldom escaped a slide
into the reductionisL method. Thus Leopold matrices,
emission standards, agglomerated air or water quality
indices, simple concepts of carryíng capacity, maximum
sustaj-ned yleld, etc., singly and jointly, faíl to ad-
dress and safeguard the essence of ecological sys-
tems as perceived by holistíc ecologists, or holists
of any dísciplinary persuasion." (Regier 1978,p. 95).
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Ten to 15 years ago, the limitations of this reductionist view in

furthering a study of whole ecosystems, coubíned with the urgent need for

information to guide environmental managementr stimulated many ecologists to

search for different perspectives and different methods of analysis. A

number of different schools of ecology developed. Some, such as compartment

flow modelling, sinply define further, the statíc, causal seventeenth centuq

world view, even r¿hile purporting to be holistic. Others have tended to

adopt or create a very different world view. This view is defined by non-

heirachícal, interactive events, where the perceiver is adrnitted to define

the perceived, and r¿here the definition of that object or event is contextual

Logic i-s complimentary rather than deductive, the universe is seen to be

self-generating raËher than predetermined, and the method for gaining infor-

mation about that universe is relational and conÈextual, rather than classif.

icational (Maruyama I974, in Regier 1978)

The school of thought derived from this r¡or1d view which seens to hold

the most promíse for planners is stress ecology. Rather than describing the

structure of an ecosystem in detail, this school promotes the selection of

certain key diagnostic variables which are then carefully monitored for chan¡

The human activities which may cause environmental change are also monitored,

and any small change or more drastic ecosystem transformation is then relatel

to the combj-nation of human and natural stresses responsibl-e for the change.

school believes that it is usually impossible to tease apart the intricate

web of interactions r^iithin an ecosystem, and that it is therefore necessary

to begin to understand the system as a whole: its strengths, weaknesses and

general abÍlity to survive under stress.

One of the most important conclusions of this study is that environment?

planníng, as def íned by McHarg, ís outdated. The method ís not r^7rong; it ís
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sinply incomplete. In the confusion and controversy of ecological ideas

today, there are the beginnings of a better rday to describe the dynanic

behaviour of ecosystems to facilitate more creative management - from stress

ecology, for example - which spatial. planners, on the whole, have not

adapted for their use.
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lntroduction
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In the Great Lakes Basin (Map'l), as in many parts of the world, a new focus

has been developed. for resource management over the past decade. That focus is

environmental holisrn:- a concern for whole-ecosystem health and an attempt to

undersÈand the man-environmer¡t i¡rteractions which enhance or degrade that con-

dition. Initiatives in this field have come from researchers, managers' urban

and resource planners, and have commonly been labeled the "Ecosystem Approach".

Differing ver:sions of this approach usualJ-y share at least the foLlowing:

a prim.rry ecological focus, a perception of the ecosystem as somewhat self-

regulating and limited in recovery capability, and a willingness to adapt both

reclqctionist and holistic techniques in a flexible approach to the problems.

Ecosystem approaches to resour:ce management have been initiated independ-

ently for a range of environmental problems in the Great Lakes Basin: from

terrestrial to aquatìc; fro¡n urban to rural; from large to small scale. The

institutional framework which exists to implement these management proposals is

also extremely variable, and often inadequate to deal with the expanded manage-

¡nent horizons. These traditionally narrot^r interests and mandates have been

st.retched to incl,ucle ancl coordinate, or at least co-operate wiLh many general

planninq functions: pubtic involvement, reguJ-ation of land use, mechanisms for

increasing program funding and more comprehensive administration organizat.ion.

This study is a response to the need to bring together these "Ecosystem

Approaches" to Great Lakes Basin management probJ.ems, particularJ-y since each

calls for a more comprehensive and coordinated management strategy; The intent

is Lo identify similarities, differences, and at times, insufficiencies in these

approaches, and to use this understanding to begin to develop a comprehensive

"ecosystem approach' for Great Lakes ecosystem issues.
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The comparison is intended to publicize the various applications

of recent holistic ecological research so that professionals and environ-

mental advocates: landscape architects, resource managers, urban planners

etc., may judge the relationship of the form and scope of their methods

to others currently in use. The comparison is not intended to select the

best all-round method. The methodology for each of the ten studies selec

for comparison was developed for different legislative and jurisdictional

contexts. Some deal with different aspects of the same problem. The

comparison, instead, is intended to describe each method and highlight bo

strengths and weaknesses within each context. Within this framework,

it is possible to make some judgements, Each study purports to make best

use of the current state of the art of ecological understanding; they are

therefore compared to criteria which, in the views of H.A. Regier and D.J.

Rapport (1980, pers. conm.) best summerize the critical aspects of that

understanding. Each study also forms a small part of a rnassive attempt to

upgrade Great Lakes environmental quality; they are therefore compared wi

each other and against the suggested components of an optimum planning pro-

cess to bring out similarities and complernentarities in goals, methods and

jurisdictions (or particular ecosystems addressed). Finally' they are

to define just what is meant today by an "ecosystem approach", and sugges

are given for ways in which this approach can be used to better integrate

studies presented here j-n a coordinated management effort.

The ten documents to be analyzed were sel-ected by H.A. Regier, D.J.

Rapport and the author as the most visible initiatives in each of the fol-

lowing fields: international Great Lakes water quality management, inter-

national Great Lakes fisheries management; Great Lakes Basin urban

Ontario provincial fisheries management, environmental planning and manage

ment in Ontario, 'ecological-' planning in general, and environmental
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inforfr¡ation systems in Canada- The approaches are:

- International Joint Commission,/Great Lakes Research Advisory

Board (1978) 
' The Ecosystem Approach;

- Leman and Leman (1976), The Great Lakes Megalopolis, GLM;

- Great Lakes Fishery Co¡runission,/ Francis, Magnuson, Regier and

Talhelm (1979) r Rehabilitating Great Lakes Ecosystems' GLER;

- Federal-Provincial Strategic Planning for Ontario Fisheriesr SPOF;

- International Joint Co¡nmission,/ Scientific Advisory Board/ Ryder

(1979), An Ecosystem Objective for the Laurentian Great Lakes

Based on the Fundamental neguirements of the Lake Trout, Lake

Trout Indicator for Management, SAB/LT;

- Ian McHarg's Environmental Planning Method as demonstrated in the

Toronto Central !,laterfront Planning Study (L974 - present) C'!{PS;

- International Joint Conunission,/ International Reference Group on

creat Lakes Pol-lution From Land Use Activities (L972-I978) ' PLUARG;

- Environmentally Sensitive Area Planning in Ontario, ESA Planning;

- Great Lakes Basin Eutrophication Models ' GLEl"l;

- t{apport and Friend (Lg7g), Rapport and Regier (I98Oj, The Stress-

Response Environrnental Inforination System, S-RESS.

These agproaches a.rîe compared and descr.t-bed accord:.ng to crj.ter.¡'a chosen,

as weII, by H.A. Regi.e::, D.J. Raoport, and the autho::. .As p:rer-:.ous1;¡ nent-i.oned,

the criteria were those ecological and planning features which were initially

Percieved to be important to ecosystem management in the Great Lakes basin,

and were supplemented by other considerations which emerged as the analysis

Þrogressed.
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The criteria are as follows:

type of activity (planning or m¿ìnagement; urban or

resource related);

scale of activity, or extent of area considered (ie urban

neighbourhood, city, lake bay, whole lake, or great Lakes

Basin );

nature and ownership of ecosystems involved (ie terrestrial,

lakeshore, inshore or deep water ecosystems; public or private

ecosystem ownership);

specific ecological and management characteristics of an

optimal "ecosystem approach" ;

philosophy and techniques used for public involvement; and

reco¡runendation of administrative strative strategies to implement

nanagement goals.

Chapter thdo contains the comparisons of each approach according

rx

\1

.ri
TT

t,_
x-

to the above criteria, preceeded by concise summaries of each approach.

summaries were formed from direct quotations whenever ,oossible; the compari

were made on the basis of cited pu.blications and extensive conversations wi

key personnel and investigators.

Chapter Three is a very general synthesis of all relevant aspects of

ecosystem approaches so far discussed, into an integrated "optimum"

framework. The ten approaches are then assessed for sufficiency and./or

patability with the requirements of this framework (whichever is appropria

the constraints of the approach). Chapters Two and Three were developed

a paper by B.J. Lee, H.A. Regier and D.J. Rapport, of the Institute for

mental Studies, University of Toronto for the plenery session of the Inter-

national Association for creat Lakes Research (IAGLR) annual meeting in

Ontario, l"lay 1980. The text was written by B.J. Lee. The paper was fund.ed

The Great Lakes Fishery Commission.
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chaPte

¡sthodolo9l

proaches'

.patabilities of the approaches as singular and collective means of solving

Gtea1- Lakes environmental problems. They are aimed primaríly at those

interested in naking specific improvements to environmental planning and

nanagement in t'he Great Lakes Basin'

Appended to this study are the questionaires used to gather information

about public involvement, a detailed assessment of McHargrs overlay environ-

nental planning method with specific reference to The Toronto Central 9fater-

front Planning Study, and a bibliography of selected pr:blications on bhe theory

of island biogeography for planning applicatÍon. The assessment of McHargrs

planning method is included as a separate discussion because it is of the most

interest to landscape'architects and bècause it alone'' seems to require uP-

daùing to include recently developed:concepts of ecosystem dynamics and stress-

related behaviour. This assessment is put foncard wíth the sincere hope that

designers and planners share a concern for improved ecosystem management and

wíll therefore be open to suggestions for change.

r Four contains a concise set of conclusions which address both

and the actual plans for action given by the ten ecosystem ap-

Suggestions are made about the strengths, weaknesses and com-



CHAPTER TWO

A Comparison
of ten recent
Ec em Approaches
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and Management
in the
Great Lakes Basin
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STUDIES T'NDERTAKEN FOR COMPARISON

l'he following are the ten "ecosystem approaches" selected for study.

attempt was made to convey sufficient information about the substance of

to give meaning to the subsequent comparisons. In most cases, this info

tion is restricted to context and statements of purpose, althcugh me

and conclusions are included for those studies which have been carried to

operational level an<ì require the infcrmation for their understanding.

quoies from key references are used whenever possiÌ¡le, but- when succinct

quoÈations are noÈ availabLe, the sr¡bstance of the text is summarized.

The Research Aduisor7 Boardts Ecosysten Approach, üC/EA

Reference z fJC/Great Lakes Research Advisorl' Board (1978)

"The Ecosystem Approach is a Special Report
of the Great Lakes Research Advisory Board to the
International Joint Commission in Response to the
Commissionrs request for further advice cn the
scope and irnplications of the...approach"
(p. vii) as well as

(i) "any difficulties involved in melding
the ecosystem and $rater quali.ty objec-
tives approaches,

(ii) practical- me¿lns of implenenting the
combined concept and,

(iii) research needs and whether such needs
relate to data, management techniques
or. cther aspects." (p. 46)

The substance of the approach, which is described by qualitiat,ive te

rat!¡er than by a cornprehensive, systemati-c definition, is as follows:

"This ecosystem approach is based on a ¡nan-in-
system concept rather than a system-ext.ernal-to mar¡
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concept inherent in the 1972 Great Lakes lrlater
Quality Àgreement. Incorporation of this approach
within the advisory and management functions of
the Commission and Parties, respectively, neces-
sitates political recognition of the Great Lakes
Basin as an Ecosystem composed of the interacting
elements of water, air, land and living organisms,
including man, within the Basin. It further
necessitates explicit recognition of exchange of
materials such as atmospheric pollutants into and
out of the Basin in biospheric perspective... It
directs the efforts of the parties and commission
toward treatment of the patient (the Ecosystem)
rather than the symptoms or disease. It reLates
the biological and technical activities of man in
the carring capacity of the Ecosystem, linking the
human body to the biosphere." (p. vii).

The approach is defined in relation to the water qual.ity approach by

five criteria: consideration of man as an interact.ing part of nature;

clarification of transboundary interactions with neighbouring areas; por-

t,rayal of system dynamics; consideration of public attitudes, perceptions

and behaviour; and acceptance of linits of tolerance to human stresses.

Great Lakes Megalopol'Ls, GLILI

Reference: Leman and Leman (1979)

The 1975 Toronto Conference on the Great Lakes Megalopolis was called to

gain general recognition for the dynamics of the vast urban conglomerate from

Quebec in the east to Milwaukee in the \¡/est. An extremely diverse group,Á¡as con-

vened: philosophers, psychologists, anthropologists, geographurr, planners,

architects, ekisticia¡rs, engineers, futurists, resource managers, businessmen,

economists, communications experts, administrators, public servants and lawyers.

Views which h,ere expressed on the nature of the issues and strategies needed

to cope vri.th them are therefore varied and often confJ-icting. The primary re-

sult of the conference r.¡as consequently an expansion of ideas and awareness

rather than the development of planning strategies.
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Harlan Hatcher stated its PurPose

"trlhat we have here is a dynamic maturation
of one of the most important areas on the face of
the earth that is already moving in a direction
that we would prefer it not to 9o... our purpose
in the Megalopotis Research Project (and the use-
fulness of the concept of Meqalopolis) is to give
us a larger perspective of how to begin to think
about a totaL region and how to begin to manage it
with our present misunderstandings and the new ones
developing, so that in another 50-100 years (perhaps
I50), it will be able to support the extra 20

mill-ion people with some degree of graciousness and
relaxation rather than the "wear and tear" that is
destroying us at the present time". 1p. 17)

This management will depend upon a nev¡ world view of anticipatory

democracy, cooperation, symbiosis, and restraint (4.N. Christakas, P' 35);

greatly improved communications to comprehend and share the meaninq of ¿¡"

urban situation (R. Lourie and T. Langan, pp. 4I-47); improved futu¡es cre

ative social and physical ptanning (4.N. Christakas, P. 35; C.A. Doxiadis,

p. 105; J.G. Papaioannou, p. 60); inclusion of the users in this planning

(t'1. Mead p. 4O); management of the Great Lakes resources (C. l¡raIrcis, p. l0

and perhaps, most importantly, consideration of each issue at the aPprg-

priate scale (tt. Mead, p. I07) .

In March 1979, a second rrorkshop on planning issues in the Great Lake

MegaJ-opolis was held in Windsor, Ontario. This workshop was sponsored by

the Expert Committee on Societal Aspects, Science Advisory Board of the I

"to determine how the IJC could be better informed
about unmet current or emerging problems affecting
the Great Lakes in order to increase its ability to
advise the Governnents of the United States and
Canada. " (UCISAB 1979, p.3)

RehabíLí.tating (]reat Lakes Ecosl¡stenrc, GLER

Reference: Great Lakes Fishery Commission/Francis, Magnuson, Regrer
and Talhelm (l-979)

"In June, 19'77, the Great Lakes Fishery Com-

mission requested its Scientific Advisory Committee
to review the state of the art for ecological re-
habilitation of aquatic ecosystems and assess the
feasibility of apptying it to the Great Lakes. This
study is the response to th,-ri- request- - - (f ts) main
conclusion is that comprehensive ecosystem rehabili-
tation strateþies for the Great Lakes are, in
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The Corünittee outlined possible goaJ.s for rei¡abilitation and the technical,

institutional and economic feasibility of rehabilitating ecosystems degraded by

onL- or more t¡f eighteen stresses identified as operating on Great Lakes ecosys-

tems. They also reviewed the generaÌ socio-economic feasibility of such a pro-

Stã1rt and an institutional strategy which could be used to impJ"ement the tech-

nical- strategies'

rtorY
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Fe deral-ProuinciaL S triz.te gic Planning

for Cntanio ltisher)es, SPOF

Rc-'ference: Lof tus, Johnson and Regier (1e78)

"A new ma¡lagement strategy for ontario fish-
eries was addressed by a federal-provinical task
force in 1974-76. It was initiated in an atmosphere
of concern over the deteriorating staÈus of fish
stocks in Ontario, and indeed elsewhere in Canada.
Speaking generally, it has become abundantly clear
that our traditional approach to fisheries manage-
ment--development-oriented, exploitive, open
access--is no longer appropriate in the l-970's and
1980's... A new approach to fisheries management,
characterized generally by maintenance in the north
and by rehabilitation in the south is now essential.
Much of the scientific and technical knowledge needed
for the new approach is already availabLe. To
apply that knowJ-ege, and to achieve the new knowledge
and current data series necessarY to its application,
a major new initiative is necessary... The new
initiative wifl require. . . fundi¡lg, .. . (and) the evo-
lution of different value systems, and of new and/ot
more explicit poJ-icies regarding

a new l-eveI of public participation;
a "user pays" poÌicy:
more limited access and increased
emphasis on protection;
'' "'experimentaf ntanagetnent" to gain new

knowledge necessary to manage;

environmental qualitY matters ;

s
n
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explicit allocation of those parts of the
resource base available for commercial and
for recreationaL use; and

new working arrangements between fisherj-es
agencies and other institutions." (pp. 916-917)

An Ecosystem Objectiue for thr¿ Lautentian Great Lakes

Based on the Fmdanent,'aL Requirements of the Lake Trout

( Lake T'nout-Ecosystem fttdicator fcr trlanctgement, SAB/LT

Reference: IJC,/Scientific Advisory Boardr/Ryder (19791

This paper vras produced for the International- Joint Commission in 19

to illustrate the management of Ecosystem health through the monitoring of

a single indicator organism.

"For exemplar:y purposes, we have
a single organism, the lake trout, as
belLweather in order to demonstrate a
sophisticated, simplistic example of
approach methodology." (forward)

the ecosystem

The objective for Lake trout management is stated as:

" the attai¡rment and sustained maintenance
of the appropriate oligotrophic environment in
order to ensure the perpetuation of a cold water
community of indigenous organisms." (p.5)

"...system parameters to be measured should
be both readily identifiabl-e, and quantifiable,
obtained with relatively little logistic diffi-
cultl' and preferably be those properties that
have been monitored traditionally over a substan-
tj.al historical- time frame" (p. 18) ...large
sustai¡recì yields of palatable lake trout wiII be
receiveC asi an indication of various syslem
properl,ies at several hierarchic levels, not ex-
clucling l-ake trout popui-ation dynamics, but in-
cluding also coldwater community dynamics, and
as a measure of community integrity and persis-
tence, effective sea lamprey control measures,
system stability, adequacy of the forage base,
conditions of lake trout spawning grounds, degree
eutrophicátion and effect,iveness of toxic waste
controls. A continually monitored lake trout
harvest can demonstrate aLl of these system or
subsystem properties as well as the management
fireesures which need to be effected in order to
maintain or improve the quaLity of the system. "
(p. te)

se Iected
a system
non-
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Iatrt l,la\arg 
t s Etl1t'iv¡2nmenLaL Planning Method as Denanstratr¿d

irt the Cen

Refetencez

tyal Waterfront Planning Study, CWPS

McHarg (1969) ; CwPC 0.974, L976, 1978) ì CwpC/ !ùallace,
¡{cHarg, Roberts and Todd (L976).

Ian McHarg, a landscape architect, educator and philospher, is generally recog-

nízed to be the first person to widely publicize the need to include "environmental"

information in urban and'regional planning (Mctlarg 1969). The method which he

developed for this purpose is assessed here as it was used in the Toronto Central

WaÈerfront Planning Study (CwPC/wal]ace et al-. I976). Its stated goals were

three fol d :

- "to integrate an turderstanding of the
natural- environment into an already complex urban
planning process." (p. 81);

- "to reconcile Lhe conflicting demands
for the accommodation of future uses and in-
dustry, housing and recreation on the one hand,
protection of valuable natural and cultural re-
sources on the other " (p. t) ; and

- to provide the City of Toronto with the
tools to evaluate alternate courses of action in
terms of their effect upon the natural- environ-
ment of the Central !ùaterfront " (p. 2) . .. "and
thus to weigh the alternatives judiciously " (p. 3)

t'lcHarg's method of compiling and synthesizing environmental informat.ion

is essentially an overlay mapping technique. In theCWPS, environmental com-

ponents were identified and described by government agencies and'interest

qualitative and quantiLati-ve terms (CWPC 1976). t"lcHarg consolidated these

groups in

i-nto

five rnajor components and prepared five component maps. The social values and

opportunities for human use of the waterfront resourses had previously been es-

tablished tþrgugh numerous technical and planning studies, and an extensive

Þttblic participation program (CVùpC I974, L977). McHarg translated these uses

èDd values into potential impacts (environmental constraints) and opportunities

(environmentel suitabilities) for each component, using as a general directive,

the need to preserve as far as possibte. the existing environmental state
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The final stage in the process was the compilation of performance regui

for each of the five comPonents: Ministry of Environment air and htaÈer qualit

"ensure that Public health' safetY and wel

ards, plus management guidelines to

that the waterfront environment
maintained, valuable resources are preserved'

enhancedandthatdeveloprnentisaccommodatedatminimalcost.''
CwPClWalt

a1. 1976, P- 3) .

InternationaL Reference Group on Great t'akes PoLLution

F'rom I'ancl usc Ar:tiuit'í'es, PLUAIIG

Reference: rJclPLUARG (1978)

"The Canada-United States Agreement on

Great Lakes Vlater Quality ti?""9 at Ottavta'

April 15, Lg72, iy=tf'" p-resident of the United

States and the pti*" Minister of Canada' Ëê-

quested tne rnter"ttiot'tf Joint Commission to

conduct a study ãi poff"tion of the boundary

waters of the cttti Lakes System from agricul-

turar, forestry ;;ã ;tn"r rãnd-use activities'

As a result, "" 
;;;";;ive inquiry \¡¡as conducted

by the International Reference Group on Great

Lakes PoIlution-from land Use Activities
(PLUARG), establi=nta ¡y the International
Joint Commission' " (P'I)

"The PurPose of this studY was:

a) to determine and evaluate the côlls€sr

extent and localitY of Po llution from land use

activities;
b) to gain an r¡nderstanding of the rela-

tive importance of various Iand uses in terms

of their diffuse pollutant loads to the Great

t alies;
c) to examine the effects of the diffuse

pollutant loads on Great Lakes \^tater quality; and

d) to determine the most practicable

remedial measures for decreasing the diffuse

poll-utant toaas i'o "'t 
ttt"ptable }evel and the

estimated costs of these measures.'' (p' 9)

i
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major studies which vrere carried ouÈ for this project \^rere:

an assessment of the current state of the art of land use

management, legislation, and its effects on Great Lakes

water quality;

a land use inventory vrithin the Basin, including an assess-

ment of trends and patterns and a projection of future economic

and demographic conditions;

detailed studies of 7 pilot watersheds, t} snall ì'g.i.rf-

tural- sub-watersheds and 12 small forested watersheds,

conducted to acquire detailed empirical data for the full

range of land use activities in the Basin;

stream bank erosion studies in representative areas throughout

the Basin;

determination of the Levels of sedimentary, chemical, and

reaching the Great Lakes through trib-biological loadings

utaries, shoreline

perceptions of the

issues; and

scafe but i-mportant natural areas"

of official Regional plans. The

during the Ðast five years by

erosion and air transport;

farming commwrity about water quality

integration of results into a whole-system framework

Enit'i. ¡'¡;y¡¡¡.",ntaL L ¡i S ens i tiu e A r t : ct Fi ct.tminçi

in Crttarir-s, ESA PLannirtg

Refercnce: Eagles (f979)

ESÀ Planrting is a method of preserving and managing Onta::io's "smaLler

(.p. 1) within

concept was

the institutional context

applíecl

f rorn

developed ancì

a large number of people
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universities, govern¡nent agencies and private clubs in the vicinity of l{aterl
ontario. rts principat instigators were Paul Eagles and George Francis (uni

sity of waterloo) ' vfa)me McEachern (Planner for Halton Region) and Mark Stagg

(Director of Ptanning, Region of llaterloo) whose primary intent was to r,

parts of the range of genetic and landscape diversity that is found within
Municipalities. (The) effort is now being recognized up to and including'inte
national revel-s (Àrgus , Lg76¡ Ryan, rg77') " (p. 306) The approach, as outl
for ontario, is part of a developing ¡nurti-insitutional strategy for conserva-

tion in the province..." ESA activities at the nunicipal level fit within
the broad framework of federal- and provincial. programs that deal with natural
areas " (p' 307) The philosophicat basis and potential scope of the E.s.A.
planning as a manifestation of the conservation movement is seen by Eagles as:

"attempting to move human society towards
the adoption of the ¡rpder of the mature state of
an ecosystem (introducing nutrient conservation;
quality rather than quantity production; web_like
rather than linear food chains; cyclic rather than
linear resource chains; and feedback toops). In
this context, natural area planning is an attempt
to involve strategies to change the existing
societal trend involved in reducing the maturity
of natural ecosystems,'. (p. 125)

l{ithin each Regional r,runicipatity, then, the ESA planning process is ge

towards the generar preservation of the natural environment. rts ¡nost importan

features are:

formation of an EcoLogical and Environmental Àdvisory committee

from interested and knowredgeabre citizens in th" Municipality
to oversee and advise the Regional Government and planning

Department on ecological planning and management matters,

survey of the Municipal natural areas by an interdisciplinary

team; iclentification, cataloging and napping of their assets;
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- serection of those areas whi-ch fulfilr one or more of the

criteria estabtished for ESArs.

- designation of ESAts and incorporation into the official

Plan;

- detailed fierd assessment of alr ESArs to adjust boundaries

and develop management plans;

- ESA management "to ensure the rong term maintenance of the

features for which the site was designated" (p. 2Lg) ¡ the

preferred course being "to let nature run its course"

(p. 2I8) and;

- possible restoration of derelict lands in the Municiparity

to ESA status.

Great Lakes Basín Eutrophicatíon ModeLs, GLEM

References: Di 'Ioro and Matystik (1979); Heidtke (1979);
Heidtke and Sonzogni (1979)

This comparison will deal only wi.th the eutrophication models which have

been designed for, or car¡ be rnodified for Great Lakes water quality problems.

They were chosen as a subset of the 135 creat Lakes models listed in a L979 com-

pendium by T.M. Heidtke, because they best represent integrated ecosystem pro-

cesses. The puryose of these nucd.els, designed primarily for Lakes Ontario,

Michigan and Huron (r.¡'t. Heidtke , 19-79) is, "Lo formulate, calibrate and verify

quantitative methods for the analysis of eutrophication..." (DiToro and

Matystik 1979, p. 233) . They are'þeneralJ.y used to evaluate average whole-

lake effects for individual basins or Lheir rnajor embayments" (Heidtke 1979, p. 2)

aJ-though "several...have been used Lo evaluate the long term response of receiving

waters to hypothetical mänagement scenarios" (Heidtke 1979, p. 2').
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Not all of these models have been used, however. Those which have been

the most attention in Great Lakes ¡nanagement are the five which were used to.
velop the 1978 I.JC phosphorus target loads (Sonzogni and Heidke L979)t

- the Saginaw Bay rnodel (SMILE 1), V.J. Bierman Jr. i
- the Revised Lake Ontario phytoplankton ¡nodel (LAKE 1-A), R.V. Thomann¡

- the Chapra $otal phosphorus |,todel for Great Lakes, S.C. Chapra;

- the Eutrophication Model_ for Lake Erie (ERIE Ol) , D.M. Di Toro; and

- the Modified Vollenweider Nutrient Loading Model (1976), R.A. Vollenwe

The phosphorus target loads were deveroped from independent predictions
each of these rpdels - all yeilding similar results.
models and the target loads, is currently,underway by

A re-investigation of

a joint Task Force of the

ìr

I

I

Lakes science Advisory Board and Írtater Quality Board on phosphorus Management

stress-Response Envíz'onmental rnformation system, }-RESS

References: Rapport and Friend (L929); Rapport and Regier (fggo)

Deveì-oped through a four year collaboration by D.J. Rapport,, A.M. Friend.
H'A' Reqrier for statistics canada, this information system,,attempt(s) a fusion
two usually diametricalry opposite "mind-sets", that of the ecologist and the
economist" (Rap¡:,ort and Friend l9?9, p. 3). This fusion was achieved by a reco
tion that the state of the ecorogy and the state of the economy are interrera
man's economic activities often introducing sigrnificant stresses to the ,r"trrr"r
environment- The system itself is comprised of 3 major types of data:

- a classification of "ter'restrial and aquatic ecosystems according to
ecologicaL similarity - such as watersheds, ecosystems, comrnunities and

. biomes (ecotogical transformations considered in terms of both plants
and animals in the area concerned) " (Rapport and Regier l9BO, p. 22)

"a taxonomy, quantification and geocoding of those aspects of
h'man activity which potentialty arter the state of nature".
(Rapport and Regier 19g0, pp. 22-231¡ and
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- an identification of " a series of indicators, some specific to

particular types of ecosystems, which diagnose transformations

in nature" {R"pport and Regier 1980, p. 23).

The framework of stresses and responses formed by these data is intended

to be completed for as much of the recorded past as possible, to al-low future

management decisions to be made in light of known ecosystem responses to

types and combinations of stress. These responses often fol-l-ow a comprehens-

ibl-e transformation trajectory. The form of the information system is in-

tended to be amenable to use by groups

"concerned with environment impact assess-
ment, conservation and preservation, resource
management, environmental rehabilitation, l_and
use, regional planning and environmental engin-
eering" (Rapport and Friend L979, p. 9). It
should be useful in terms of designing future
departures from natural situations or.. . engin-
eering rehabilitation of natural systems which
are deemed to have been transformed beyond the
boundaries considered safe for mankind."
(Rapport and Friend 1979, p. 29) .

INITIAL OVERVIEW

f'igure 1 gives an initial, generaì_ overview by describing each approacl-r

in terms of each sel-ected criterion. The approaches vary in planning stage

from the poJ.icy to the tactical or operational level-. rnterestingJ-y, those

at each stage (ie at s.imilar leveLs of planning detail) , are al-so the most

comparable in fiel-d of specialization. The fjrst comparison wiLl therefore
be ¡nade between those within each stage.

f'o'Liei/ Leut,L i,p¡troache.s

Ilach of the trvo approaches at the poJ-icy Ìevel (fi"g. I) promot.es a new

way of ]ooking at natural- .and cul-t-ural- processes within the Great Lakes Basin

anC outlj-nes a new, more real-istic and viable framework for prob1em solvì-ng
in those domains.
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Footnotes fon FIG. L. An fnitiaT' )uez'uieu

Four management tools are considered here: mapping elements of

ecosystem structure; ¡rpdelling ecosystem dynamics (H= ,'hard" or

quantitative, S= "soft" or qualitative); monitoring indicators

of ecosystem health or resource quality; use of e:,<perimental

management techniques to achieve ecosystem understanding.

This group of criteria represent the basic structural elements

of an ecological approaclr to scientific information. Those

which are recorded for each approach indicate the major emphasis

or emphases as specified or implied in the key reference (s) .

Consideration of public involvement includes philosophical con-

sideration, prograrn formulation and review of prograrns completed.

A monitoring program is recommended, but variables Èo be monltored

are not specified.

QualiÈative mode.l-ling has been carried out, but for ecosystem com-

ponents which have not been assessed for their relative contributions

to the well--being of the. ecosystem as a whole.

Àn extensive monito::ing program is recommended, but the proposed

variables are components which have not been assessed iir terms of

their whole ecosystem contribution, synergistic effects or sufficiency.

ManagemenL reco[urendations are given for whole terrestrial ecosystems

in the Central l{aterfront area including the Toronto Island, but not

for the fnner or Outer Toronto Harbour, as an aquatic ecosystem.

Àny scale of eco)-ogical-J-y sound unit for which information is available.

b

c

d

e

f

I
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IJC.sEcosystemApproachrecommendsthatthelLCredirectitsmonitoring

ernphasis from parameters of water quality to indicators of ecosystem quality

andexpandtheboundariesandscopeofitsanalysistoincludethehumanact-

ivities which determine that quality. The Great Lakes t'legalopolis conference

was devoted to an assessment of those human activites' Conference participants

<]iscusseclthetypesandspatialpatternsofurbandevelopmentinthevacinity

of the Great Lakes. They vtere most concerned with the effect on the natural

and human environment of the ever-increasing densities of human settlement '

communication and transportation linkages, their international importance'

and the implications of these phenomena for urban planning in the region '

There is disagreement between proponents of the t\^'o approaches about the

mostappropriate¡nanagementunit(theGreatLakesBasinisrecommendedfor

environmenLaÌ processes; the Great Lakes Megalopolis' for urban dynamics) ' but

agreement does exist on the need for adrninistrative strategies ' improved land

usemanagementandpublicinvolvement(nig.1).Thereisalsoasharedresolve

to educate the Great Lakes citizenry on the need to accept a lifestyle more

responsive to intensifying cultural and ecological stress' Both approaches are

currently under consideration by the IJC, which is ,.nov¡ faced with the need

tobecome"anticipatory"and"forwardlooking"indealingwithproblemsinthe

Great Lakes Basin" (IJClScience Advisory Board IgBOa' P' 7)'

Strat.cgY LeueL APProaches

ËachoftheLhreeStrategy-levelapproaches(Fig.I)isdirected,atleast

in part, towards the rehabilitation of the Great Lakes aquatic ecosystems' The

group conducti¡rg Lhe Rt:habiLiLat'ir-rg The Grcat L¿¡kes Ecosysterns (GLDR) strrdics'

are doing so as a politicaì"ly detached scientific advisory group' Thej'r con-

sequent freedom from constraining institutional mandates is allowing them to

work towards a "l¡est po=tibl." rehabilitation sotlution' The studies have

iden-,ifiecì eighleen classes of culturally-related stresses impinging upon the

lakcs,artdareconsideringthefeasibi}ityoffinancing,thenecessityof
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public education and involvement and the multi-level institutional strategies

necessary to ¡nrtially alleviate these stresses and rehabilitate the Great

Lakes ecosystems. These general considerations 'brere then taken to a local

scaLe in workshops on single bays. The study is now refining recolrriendations

on rehabilitation prodedures which will be mede available to relevant federal,

provincial and state agencies.

Federal-Provincial Strategic Planning for Ontario Fisheries (SPOF), on

the other hand, must produce recoÍrmendations which are more directly imple-

mentable and appropriate to the existing federal and provincial institutional

structures. Thus, while its stated goals for the Great Lakes are very similar

to those of GLER, the scope for their implementation is somewhat more limited.

Financing and public education and involvement are considered to a similar

extent, but the number of stressful activities over which the Ministry of

Natural Resources has control is less than the total identified by GLER. This

is primarily due to the fact that the agencies involved in SPOF are only two

of the three identified by G.R. Francis (GLER working group) as having some

control over ecosystem quality in the Great Lakes.

The remaining strategy.level approach, Lake Trout Indicator for Manage-

ment cannot be considered in a planning context. This approach simply offers

an alternative to the present IJC water quality monitoring program, established

in 1972 under the Great Lakes v'¡ater Quality Agreement and revised in 1978.

Proposed is a substitution of many of the parameters novù monitored for a

few which indicate whole-system properties - initially the lake trout. In

its current form, the proposal gives no consideration to planning implications:

funding, public involvement, institutional implementation and land use con-

siderations (Fig. 1). These are presumed to be under the control of the IJC.
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All three strategy-revel approaches use similar ecorogical concepts

process of rehabil.itation: program coordination in terms of lake-wide

processes, qualitative and quantitative modelling for appropriate porti

of the system, extensive ¡ncnitoring to provide progra¡n feedback and exper

tal management techniques (lake trout proposal excluded) using experience

from comparable ecosystems to guide their selection (Fig. r). Ecosystem

mapping is done incidentally, but not emphasized in, SPOF and GLER. The s

defining "ecosystem approach" elaborates these fundamental considerations.

Taetieal IcveL Appnoaehes

The three studies which have been completed at the tactics level (n

are again similar in focus; each deals in some way with terrestrial e

Together the studies provide data and reco¡runendations which could allow

use planning and management in the Basin to become much more responsive

problems and opportunities of both its terrestrial and its aquatic ecosy

lan McHarg's Environmental Planning MeÈhod, as demonstrated in the Cen

lrlaterfront PLanning Study (CI^IPS) is essentially a method of allocating I

in harmony wiÈh an area's current ecologyrand developing nanaçlement stra

which maintain that ecology. The approach is most often used at the

and municipal government levels. Environmentally Sensitive Area

Planning provides a more strategic and specialized appro4ch to ecologic

ervation at the regional level by ensuring that specially designated are

protected from development. or encroachment. The International Reference

on Great Lakes Pollution From Land Use Activities (PLUARG) differs

the former planning approaches; it forms a massive international data

land use effects on Great Lakes aquatic ecosystems coordinated only by

general Basin-wide management recommendations. It does not rest hritl'ìin
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i¡lstitutional structurei rather its recommendations are generally available to

the farge nu¡nber of agencies at every government level in Canada and the U.S.

which have the mandate and financing to put them j"nto effect-

Unlike the 'aquatic' approaches at the strategy level, the 'terrestrial'

approaches show some variation in their use of ecological information and con-

cepts. Figure I ill-ustrates that McHarg's C'9iPS method is the only one of the

ten which fails to assess the behaviour of monitored parameters (i.e. air and

rrater quality facÈors) and analytic subsystems (Iand, h¡ater, life' etc.) in

terms of the whole system (terrestrial, bay or lake ecosystem). McHargrs

is also the only approach taken to a strategic or tactical level of resolu-

tion which is not comparative; that is, it does noÈ draw on data from

similar ecosysLems to help develop management quidelines. Because existing

environmental standards and guidelines are used without question, there are

also no suggestions for the re-evaluation of agency phílosophies, priorities,

jurisdictions or relationships. Of the other approaches which are sufficientJ-y

coml'rrehensive to make institutional recommendations appropriate, (IJC's'Ecosystem

Approach, c.L.Megalopolis, GLER, SPOf, PLUARG, ESA elanning) none fails to do so.

PLUARG and ESA PJ-anning have a much more similar ecological basis. Both

acknowledge the need for a systems overview. although for PLUARG the "systems" in

focus are aquatic and the overview is in terms of the Great l,akes boundaries while

for ESA Ptanning the "systems" are terrestrial- and the overview is in terms

of Ontario regional or provinciat boundaries. Both approaches are com-

parat.ive and both suggest administrative strategies. All three draw heavily on

public participation for direction and public support (Fig. f).

AdaptabLe ?ooLs

The final two approaches are adaptabLe tools which can, but do not neces-

sarily, form or determine the nature of the planning or management. process.

Each iq in fac! a primary means of putting into effect a particular para-
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digrm of ecosystem perception and.analysis. All considered, it seems more

propriate to restrict their assessment to one of use of ecological conceptg

and compatability wittr a generalized "ecosystem approach" in the last sec-

tion of this chaPter.

PRIMARY !4OTIVATION IN ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT

AninterestingrelationshipbetweenÈheapproachescanbeseenwhen

they are compared according to their primary motivation, or the tlpe of

ecosystem intervention which they facilitate (rig. 2). The first type

can be called protective intervention: safe guarding selected ecosystems

(in whole or in part) from development and management of those systems

along with the surror¡nding land used to mair¡tain their valued features'

The second is corrective intervention: nanagement of the ecosystem and

allinpingingstressestoupgradeit'squalitytoaselectedstate.The

third is e><ploitive intervention: design of specific tlpes of develop-

ment or activities to make use of ecosystem resoufces, features and pro-

cesses (non-degradation being explicit in the "ecologic¿1" version of this

interaction) .
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PROTECTIVE
INTERVENTION

McHarg t s
Method

tats

S-RESS
Environ. ESÀ Planning

cosystem
Àpproach

SPOF (Ont.
Fisheries

JC's

ls
GLEM (G

EXPLOITTVE
INTERVENTION

Great Lakes
Megalopolis

PLUARG (l.and use
pollution)

GLER (rehabilitation)

Lake Trout,
Ecosystem Indicator

CORRECTTVE
INTERVENTION

FIG. 2 Primary motiuation in ecosystem management
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Thepatternwhichemergesfromthiscomparisonisprobablynotun-

predictable given the interests of the people who selected the studies

eightofthetenmakegeneralrecommendationsforcorrectiveecosystem

vention. or rehabilitation'

Other observations are:

- the inconsistancy in ecological thinking between

urban land use and resource planners illustrated

in Figure I is demonstrated again in Figure 2'

Ttre only two studies which do not develop methods

of ecosystem rehabilitation are the. Great Lakes Meg-

alopolis and McHarg's CÎIPS mett¡od' Megalopolis is not

intênded to provide a whole planning -ilramework, but

McHarg does purport to provide the'best possible

ecological- planning reconmendations'

- Sirnple protective intervention (or maintenance of

the existing situation) appears not to be a meaning-

ful nanagentent option for the Great Lakes at this

time, except for some isolated bays of Lake Superior'

- An information system is being developed which has

thepotentialtomeettheneedsofallthreetypes

of activity (s-REss) '

TYPEoFECoSYSTEMMÀNAGEDVS.HISToRICowNERsHIPoFITSRESoURCES

'Figure3erçandsadistinctionwhichwasprevi-o.usly¡radebetween

restrialandaquaticecosystemapproaches.Ecosystemsarefurtherdiv

into four categories: land, shoreline, lake bay and open water or whole
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Iake, with the approaches placed horizontally along this continuum.

Vertically, they are distributed according to historic ownership (public or

private) and consequent treatment of ecosystem resources.

Agencies which deal with public resources have historically been

characterized by the following features:

- they have a significant amormt of control over

large territories;

- they deal with resources which are common

property and hence heavily exploited by a

publ-ic with very little responsibility for,

or control over, its collective actions; and

- as a result, the resources are "used to the

point where their rnarginal utility is equal

to their price - zerorr, since co¡ruÞn property

rights "Lead to carel.ess use and often to a

greedy, frenetic sort of behavior " (Dales

1976' p. 492).

Figure 3 identifies the approaches wirich deal primarily with pttblic re-

sources and are no\^r responding to this situation: IJC's Ecosystem approach,

Great Lakes Eutrophication Models .¡¡-rd Lake Trout fndicaLor'for Management,

under the direction of the IJC; and SPOF, under the direction of Environment

Canada and the Ontario I'linistry of lJatural Resources.

Private ownership of land has, on the other hand,, historicaLly cor.rveyed

tlre right to its control and the responsibility for its' "wise" u:;e ex¡rÌicitly

to the oh¡ner. Agencies which attem¡:t to exert some control over private land

are ofterr in a clifficult mediational- position betrveelr the variety of individual

s¡;ecial interests promoted by landholders and some conmott "public good".
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The control necessary to implement this "public aood" must usualJ_y be

wrested from the private land owners with great. difficulty and rnuch nego-

tiation. There are no approaches designed to deat only with privatery

owned land, but the private component in ESA planning and pLUARG land

studies is far greater than the pubric (Fis. 3). As a result, both

approaches pJ.ace an emphasis on negotiations with land owners to gather

information and secure management agreements. There is a private compon-

ent to Gr,ER studies but conmon property rights in the bay resources

play a greater role in the design of its approach.

urban areas, again, have a different history of rand use contror.

The private/public land mix tends to be rncre public, due to the high ratio

of service and park land. A far tighter system of public controL has also been

used and accepted for urban areas than has ever been applied to rural land,

with a longer history of intensive public negotiation. Urban planning

processes, pÌaced in Fig. 3 in the "more pubric than private" category, are

McHarg's CWPS MeLhod and the Great Lakes Megalopolis study.

PHILOSOPHY AND USE OF PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

A fourt-h comparison between approaches is made on the basis of t.heir

use of, and response to, pubtic input. AIt of the approacires which invol-ved

comprehensive planning activities addressed the need for some kind of

public input into agency planning. Publ"ic participation programs are arl

integral part of each of the three completed studies (Mcgarg, in CÍ]PS, ESA

Planning and PLUARG); are in the development stage for two of the three

strategy-Ievel processes (SpoF and GLER); and are recommended in both poJ-icy

Level approaches (IJÇ's Ecosystem Approach a¡rd the Great Lakes l"tegal-opolis).
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Pr¡blic participation has become a catch-all phrase for a wi-de rangq

agency-public interactions varying from pl-acation of public concern to

citizen control of the decision making process' The "public" involved

theseinteractionsisalsoamatterofagencychoice:anynumberof

mittedanduncommittedgroupsandindividuatsmayberecognizedaspoten

contributors to the process. "Public participation" then is clearly a

whj-ch cannot be used without definition, and it is this emphasis which

been placed on its analysis here' Each of the programs or program phi

phies has been assessed on the basis of a tO part questionnaire which

intent., structure, management and legal- framework' AII questionnaires

includedinfullinAppendix]Althougheva}uationoftheseprograms

beyondthescopeofthispaper,publishedevaluatj.onsdoexistforone

thc' programs - that of the PLUARG study' and references are given for

fi ( t s []cr;sY s +.¿Tn,lPtProach

,,TheEcosystemApproach.,waspreparedforthelJcspecificallyto

elaborate its irn¡rrovements over the trxisLing i^¡aLer Quality objectives as

aframeworkforenvironmentalmanagementintheGreatLakesBasin.

Development of a program for public participation' or even objecti

forpublicinvolvementwasnotconsideredgermaneLothedocumenLs.pr

purPose.Specificemphasisisgiven,however,totheneedforrecoqnit

of nran and his activities in any environmental management strategy' Thi

o

o

emphas i s takes three forms:

a view of man as a component of the Great Lakes Basin

system, the actions, reactions and Iifestyle of which

must be considered by planners and managers withj-n the

Bas ir-r

ì.

r--
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a further definition of the human component as one

whose actj-vities within the Basin (a) have a de-

termining effect upon its environmentat quality and

(b) may be changed through a re-direction of per-

ception, attitude and ultimately, behaviour; and

a brief consideration of the potential desire of people

within the Basin, to play a part in the effective

management of its ecosystem(s).

Ihe Great Lakes l'legaLopoLis

The diverse and often conflicting statements of philosophy and intent

for public involvement in future Great Lakes Megatopolis planning fall

roughly into four categories:

- a call for public involvement as an essential com-

ponent in any current planning study;

- an emphasis on the special need for pubtic par-

ticipation programs as planning evolves from

plan production to a continuing creative process;

- misgivings about the task of inviting the unsophis-

ticated "generaÌ public" to influence the enormously

complex arbitration process which planning has be-

come, and assessments of a planner's role in such a

sitr:ation; and

- expressions of the need to understand the require-

ments of the individual in a megalopoJ-itan environ-

ment, - requirements which the indivi.dual_ Ìrimself may

not be able to articulate, but which the planner and

urban designer must u¡lderstand and translate into

buil-t fornr-
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ReI¡al;i Litating Creat I'akes Ecosyt:tems

TheGLERstudyGroupisaresearchbodywithnoofficialplanning

role.Publicilrvolvementisnotofficiallyormandatorilypartofthe

research eifort. "However, both in the Green Bay II and Long Point wo

shops, a wide range of public agencies and interests \tere invited and

contributions to the process of information diffusion and generating in

terest" (4.P.Grima I980, pers- comm)'

FrzdcnaL-Prouíneìnl StrategLc PLanning for )ntario I'isheries

The most important *,t'ut stage in the provision of more public

put to the Ministry of Natural Resources fisheries nanagement Progranìs

oneofeducation,bothfortheagencyandforthepublic'Theextensi

public education program now being prepared is designed PrimarilY to im

prove public understanding of the existing ecotogical situation of On

Iakes, proposed management goa1s and the need for pubtic cooperation wi

future management tactics' "The public" in this case refers to "fishe

tl-re publ-i c aL large and f isheries agencies" (ontario Ministry of' Natural

Rcsources and Environment Canada 1978' p 3) . the l-YPe of ParticiPati

¡rl-anned for the M-inistry's decision-making process is "a combination of

informing,consultingandnegotiating.'(ontariol'liniStryofNatural

Resources and Environment Canada Ì978' p I) with emPhasis on a large

number of small District Workshops A more resPonsible, controlling ro

mav evol-ve (K.Hloftus 1980, pers' comm) '

A comprehe¡rsive public participation program is currentlY being f

ulated within the l-rtinistry. Its characteristics, as of April I98O are o

lineclinFigures4and5,andfurtherdetailedinAppendixl..

I.
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Mc4argts Enuiz'onmentaL PLanning Method in the Toronto

CetttraL Waterfrcnt Plannitzg Study

The public participation program which provided Mcllarg h'ith his in-

formation on preferred uses of the Toronto waterfront was initiated by the

City of Toronto PJ-anning Board and Council in 1978, and conducted by the

Central lùaterfront Planning Committee (CWPC),to the present date- The

CWPC is composed of representatives of al-most every government agency

(federal, provinical, regional and municipat) and every private organiza-

tion with an interesÈ in ptanning the waterfront area. The incorporation

of interested members of the public into the planning committee itself con-

stituted the n¡ost important means of public involvement in the Ce¡rtral

Waterfront Pl-anning Study. The Committee planning process was accompanied

by various mea-r¡s of public educaÈion and attempts to solicit a wider public

involvement, listed in Figure 5.

The stated intent of involving the public in central waterfront plan-

ning was to have "goal-s set up by atl the participants...(with) plan prepar-

ation...done by the planners and brought back for pubJ-ic evaluation in terms

of established goals" (CWPC 1974, p. Ì01). Like the SPOF approach,

"the pubJ-ic" was defined to include both special interest groups and the

public at large, although attempts to involve the general public were pri-

marity educative (through media advertising) rather than iiteractive (through

questionnaires or special workshops).

The structure of the public participation program is summarized in

Figure 4 and detailed in Appendix l.

fntev,t¿ationaL R,:i,:r'e'tîce (h'ouî' ìt'L Grant [r¿kes I'oLLuti'¡it

From Land [Jse; Actíttit.ies

In 1977, the IJC expanded its usually mode of public participation -

that of public hearings to review fulty formed nnnagement decisions - by
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consenting to a

PLUARG studies'

full participation progran during the last year of the

The intent of this participation program \¡¡as:

to enhance the Public's
public hearings held bY

tn" Pf.UenC final rePort;

inPut into the
the I.J.c- on

to improve the I'J'C.'s credibility with

the Public;

to inform the Public; and

to provide interested persons and par-

ties to play a role in the development

of final recommendations"' (IJC/PLUARG

1976, P- 14)

The primary mode of participation within this program was a serles

17 pubJ.ic consultation panels' - advisory bodies whose aim was to "
of

tify Public concerns

pol lution-generating

and Practicable management strategies" for the

land uses in the Great Lakes Basrn ' Panelists were

chosen from 600 of the IOOO people who attended PLUARG-sPonsored oPen

houses in Canada and the U S.andvo}unteerec]forpane}membership.The

paneLs were Provided with technical- information from the PLUARG StudY as

generated. TheY met three times ar-rd submitted a report to PLUARG

it was

in early L9'78, and or¡ce again to review a draft of PLUARG's final rePort

for the Great Lakes SYstem" (1e78)
"Environmental Management Strategy

alone and once with PLUÀRG members Dxtensive
PaneÌ chairmen met once

media coverage then preceeded a series of public meetings in the fall of

advertise both the studY and the subsequent hearings on the f
1978 to

reporl he\d in late 1978'

The scale of the PLUARG public Participation program is bY far the

considered here ' The Program was also subject
largest of alI Programs

the rnost critical revie\¡t (Grima I98O' L978¡ Mason I919a, Ilason 1979b) '

rt-

of the Program are sulruIutrized in Figures 4 and 5 and expanded in Ap¡:en
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Enuironnent'aLLy Sensitiue Area PLanníng

ESA Planning has been conducted as a part of Regional Plan development

in a nr¡ttber of municipalities in southern Ontario, each with a slightly dif-

feren| public participation process (Eagles 19gO, pers. conm.) These pro-

cesses are centered around the activities of an Ecological and Environmental

Advisory Committee (EEAC), a group of informed members of the Regional public

which advise the municipal councils and planning staff on environmental matters

on a continuing basj-s. The participation processes, in general, are the result

of opportunities enbedded within the Ontario municipal planning process. The

legal entrenchment of public rights to participate in municipal planning is

one of the primary reasons for the success of ESA Planning at that government

level (Eagles 1980, pers. conun.).

The most successful participation process being conducted is in Halton

Region. The success is due partly to amount of public exposure which the ESA

draft plans received and partly to the particular structure of the Region,'s

EEAC. Haltonrs EEAC is composed of members of the pubJ-ic who represent only

themselves. This is a contrast to !{aterloo Region's EEAC, the members of which

represent agencies and institutions in the Region, and tend, therefore, to

be vocal-Iy constrained by the responsibility to put forward and "official"

position.

The structure of the ESA Planning process and the role of the EEAC are

summarized in Figures 4 and 5 and detaifed in Appendix 1.

Discussion

For each of these approaches, the type of public involvement recom-

mended or carried out 'depends upon its,planning stage ( policy, strategy

or tactical, Fig. 1) and, more importantly, its historical attitude towards

decision- making; scale of pJ-anning; and ownership of resources (public or
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5 Means of pubLic education used in public partici.pation prognams
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private, Fig. 3). All of these factors have influenced the legislative

framework which now exists for each, to facilitate public participation.

Generally speaking, public education designed to expand public a\^¡are-

ness of, and support for agency activities, is the highest initial priority

for policy level approaches (IJC's Ecosystem Approach and Great Lakes Meg-

alopolis), and those dealing with large areas of common property (Cf,nn

and SPOF). The scale of these initiatives is large: international or

provincial.

On the other hand, involvement in actual agency decision-making and

emphasis on the public-to-agency information flow, seems to be most im-

portant to those approaches dealing with sma1l tracts of private land

(ESA Planning), and those within an urban planning context (McHargrs

Approach), where active public participation has a legal and historical

context. These processes have occurred at the municipal sca1e.

Means of PubLic fnuoLuement

The means of involving the public in agency planning has differed between

agencies which have actually carried out participation activities. The

Ontario l"linistry of Natural Resources (SPOF agency), has traditionally

held informal meetings between Ministry personnel- and interested citizens,

and will continue to rely primarily on this means of agency-public inter-

action as the SPOF program progresses. Citizens wishing a review of

agency decisions nay appeal to the Provincj-al Ombudsman or invoke the

Environmental- Assessment Act. Neither has many precedents in this context.

The Centraf Vùaterfront Pfanning Study (that using McHarg's envj-ron-

mental planning method), used the most direct and intensive means of public

involvement - inclusion of representatives of public interest groups with-

in the actual planning committee. This method facilitated the greatest

measure of citizen control in the planning process, but tended to be
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expensive and time consuming (E.Greenwood I98O' pers' comm')' More well

meansofpublicappealsofagencyptanningdecisionsalsoexistwithinthe

planningfranneworkthanwithintheprovincialresourcep}anningcontext(

citizens may be heard personarry by a city council committee or the city

ning Board, or judicially' by the ontario Municipal Board'

TheprincipalrnethodofparticipationusedthePLUARGstudies\ô¡aSa

seriesofcitizenadvisorypanels.Thesepanelspreparedareportcontai

reco¡runendationsforlanduseplanning,managementandfurtherstudyinthe

GreatLakesBasin,whichwasincorporatedintothegeneralstudyfindings

inthefinalPLUARGreports.Thelateinclusionofthepublicparticipat

componentinthePLUARGstudieswasaconstraintoverwhichpersonneld

thecomponenthadnooontrol,andageneralneedforearlierpublicinvo

wasexpressedbyS.Leppard(I98o,perg.conrn.),A.P.Grima(1980,pers.

and R.J.Mason (1979b) ' Advantages and disadvantages of citizen advisory

I

asameansofpubticparticipationandasrelateddirectlytothePLUARG

in light of this constraint' are discussed by A'P'Grrma (1978, 1980) and

Mason (t979a, 1979b) ' Because no planning decisions were made in the s

norecognizedavenuesexistforcitizenappealofstudyrecommendations.

FinallY, one of the methods of public involvement in ESA Planning' I

is regular and intensive' and, like that in PLUARG ' invo
that in the CWPS '

citizen advisorY bodies' Un}Íke both, however' the bodies are (relati

permanent additions to the ongoing planning process in each Regional

pality. Another differing aspect of the ESA citizen advisory bodies (

isthattheirprimarypurposeistoprovideenvironmentalplanningexper

rather than to rePresent the feelings of the general public or a cross-

of interest grouPs ' Other means of involving the affected publics such

informal meetings, questionaires and newsletters '
have been successfullY

to keep citizens a\tare of interested in' and supPortive to regional P

goals.

T1 is unforLun"rtei;'imiro:;sli:Ie to spcculate on the "best" rirethocls o

l-
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participation for each planning scale - a good question for further study.

THE USE OF ECOLOGICAL CONCEPTS

Until now, the ten t'ecosystem approachesfi have been described and

compared, but not defined in terms of theír ecologi-cal content. Six basic

features are put forward here to help to distinguish an 'recosystem approachrt

from other approaches in planníng and management. The approaches are compared

according to the first five of these features in Figure 6.

1. Their focus is primarily on ecological phenomena, rather than on

the conventional and historícally powerful political, engineeríng,

economic or accounËíng percepËions.

2. The boundaries within which ûanagement plans are formulated should

reflect some aspect of ecological integrity.

3. A balanced, integraËed combi-nation of nappÍng, monitoring and nodel-

ling should be used to convey, analyze and update ecosystem i-nfor-

mation.

4. The cohesíve, self-regulatory systems structure and function of

ecosystems should be considered. Stable phases or states of equil-

ibriu¡n and thresholds or 1imíts of stress tolerance of those states

should identified ¡¡henever possible.

5. The fact that ecosystems respond to (ie' are changed by) nans'

activities should be recognized during formulation of their manage-

ment plans. Those plans should, then, draw connections between

the current state of an ecosystem and (1) its capability for self-

regulation and (2) the amount and kinds of stresses placed upon it

by the variety of human activities to which it is exposed. Any

plans for change in the ecosystem should consider the potential

necessity of first changing those stressful activities.
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The entíre range of current ecosystem paradigms ' including bot¡

reductionistic and holistíc, theoretical and Practical, disc

and ínterdisciplinary - shouLd be considered ín the choice o

appropriate method of ecosystem analysis. The state of mÍnd

ípl

fan

the analyst should bring to thÍs decision should be one which is

¡¿el-l-informed and free from entrenched biases, so that the

most aPpropriate and flexible choices can be made'

Discussion

Accordíng to our criteria, all approaches except the Great Lakes

Megalopolis and McHarg t s CIíPS method shor^r relatively similar ecologícal

sÈrength. All but these exceptions are, in fact, Èhe product of teams

which include acÈive research ecologists who are puÈting forth new

holístic methods in an atteüpt to upgrade formerly piecemeal resource

management pracËices. In effect, each approach is an attempt to bridge

the gap between ecological research and its practical application.

Since the Great Lakes Megalopolis did not deal prirnarily with ecologí

concepts, the only approach to which criÉicism is due for applícation

of ecological understanding is McHarg's CI"IPS method' An assessment of

Mcgarg's method r¡hich specifí-cally states the reasons for its inadeq

in light of current scientific understanding and resource initiatives

out of place in a study which attempts to provide a balanced comparison

of all ten approaches. Since it. is important that these criticisms be

aired in the context of a comparison with a range of recent initiatives

however, they are included in the study in Appendix Two.

6



O Crlterion is used
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FIG. 6, Ecological criteria for an tteeosystem approeehtl
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CHAPTER THREE

A Proposed
Planning Framework
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TNTRODUCTION

A wide range of ideas has so far been presented about the types of

ecological- and general planning considerations which seem best suited to

deal with current, complex environmental problems in a manner which pre-

serves (or creates) some "social justice". To provide a sense of the ways

in which these considerations fit together and reinforce each other, a

complete planning process wil-l- now be put forward. This is a synthesis

of ideas from a number of sources, the most influential being, H.A. Regier,

D.J. Rapport, C.S. Holling, L.K. Caldwefl , P.F.J. Eagles, D.A. Be1la, E.

Jansch and E.P. Odìrm. The framework for this process is simply the systems

approach, as outlined by C.S. Churchman (1968). Any planning process, to

be effective, should be organized to accomplish a specific set of goals,

and this is, in fact, Churchman's g:eneric definition of a system. His

five characteristics of a systems approach are listed below and form the

structure of the planning process outl-ined in Figure 7 at the conclusion

of this section.
- SYS tem goals, or t'more specifically, the performance

measures of the whofe system" (p.29) ,

the context of the system, or its environment: "the

fixed constraints" (p. 29) ¡

system resources, or "the things a system can change

t'theand use to its own advantage (p.37), which are

general reservoir out of which the specific actions

of a syst-em can be shaped" (P.39) ;

system components; "their activities, goals and measures

of performance" 1p.30); and

system management, which "has to deal- with the generaLion

the com-of plans for the system. The management sets
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Ponentgoals,allocatestheresourcesandcontrolsthe

systems Performance" (P'  ) '

SUGGESTED PI,ANNTNG PROCESS

System GoaLs

The system described here is the human,/natural environment within a

certain geographic area. The Great Lakes Basin, for some purposes can be

treated as a system, for instance, but more often an area chosen for

ment is smaller, politically homogeneous and ideally ecologicallY integral.

Iogicatlyrthe best units for environmental management are often watersheds

which, in southern Ontario, are under the control of the Regional Conser-

vation Authorities. Four goals are proposed here for the management of

these systems:

I. Mai of a min level of ironmental orralitv below

which degredation is considered unacceptable' Appropriate

indicators of this quality should be selected and monitored so

that change is detected sufficientty early to correct.

2. Maintenance of the natural level of envlronmen tal variabli Itv

(the diversity of species and their natural patterns of fluc-

tuation) (HoIIing 1978). Persistance of these organisms rather

than stability in their numbers should be the nanagelnent 9oa1

(whittaker 1975).

3. Optimization of the natural diversi ty within each ecosvstem.

Ecosystems have characteristic numbers of species, according to

their type and stage of succession. Management should attempt

to prevent the usuaf simplification which occurrs when a single

use is maximized or when the ecosystem is heavily stressed.
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4. Optimization of the naturaf diversity among or between ecosYstems

in each region of biome. The remnant island ecosystems which

currently exist within each heavily populated area (such as

southern Ontario) should be assessed according to ecological

regions and managed to maximize the number of different species'

associations, ecosystems and successional stages within each

region (G. Francis, University of l¡'raterloo' pers conìn. 1980).

Fiæed Constv'aints or Systems Enuironment

The fixed constraints to the planning and management of each system are

often severe (political agency mandate, wide political acceptability, econ-

omics, etc.) and often prevent the acheivement of the preferred goals listed

above. There is no denying the impeding powers of these constraints' but

they should not simply be taken for granted. Any opportunity to circum-

vent, narrov¡ or even eliminate the difficulties should be taken.

System Resources

In order that the apparent constraints don't unnecessarily prevent the

achievement of environmental goa1s, all factors necessary to reach these

goals should be included as manipulable resources or system components'

rather than having some dismissed as fixed constraints' At the least' these

resources shoul-d include: the best current scientific information' the fin-

ances necessary to carry out management progralns and public understanding

and support.

System Components

System components, or those 'parts' which actually make up the systeln''

should be both natural (ecologicaf) and cul-tural (social) ' The natural

componenLs should include al-I factorS necessary to construct a qualitative
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management-oriented model of those ecosystem portions which best represent

its general health; cultural componenÈs should include all activities wi

and without the ecosystem which contribute to its stress load. This human-

initiated stress vs ecosystem response structure forms the basis of the

response environmental information system developed by Statistics Canada

(Rapport and Friend 1979; Rapport and Regier 1980).

Systems Management

The following are comments about the process of management itself;

to recapitulate, directs the components to\^Iards the chosen. whole-system

The management sets component goals, allocates the resources and controls

system's performance. This process must rely heavily on feedback from pre-

vious tactics in the production of new strategies. That feedback must be

available through an appropriate monitoring program (Holling 1978) ' Thus'

although the process is goal-oriented, it must be creative,evolving and ex-

perimental, constantly using incoming information to reassess the present

means of achieving sYstem goals.

Management alternatives should be effectively communicated to resource

managers and politicians, with the values underlying each made as explicit

as possible (Holling 1978). The n¿rnagement process should therefore sep-

arate the ecologically feasible options from subjective values and sub-

jective weighting schemes. The information generated frOm these options

should be easily transfateable into administrative regulations (Caldwell

LglO,1975) . These will be in the form of broad policies for the federal-

provincial level and standards or guidelines at the local level'

Actual management.decisions should be directed by the need to avoid

large scale irreversible ecosystem changes and the concommitant loss of

present and future options (BeIIa Ig74, Bella and Overton 1972, Odum 1969'

Holt and Talbot 1978). This can best be achieved through spatial and
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restriction of any single activity which changes the natural environment; a

process designed to produce a regional mosaic of land uses. l{ithin this mosaic,

as outlined in "system goals", the diversity of ecosystem tlpes and stages of

succession shoutd be maximized. The shape and spatial pattern of these

lremnant islands' should optimally facilitate maximum diversity in each eco-

system and maximum colonization of species from ecosystem to ecosystem.

Again, in order to avoid these large scal-e changes and because many eco-

systems are inherantly unpredictable, all management decisions should in-

clude a safety factor (Holt and Talbot 1978). This would also take into

consideration the fact that knowledge is perennially limited and insti-

tutions, imperfect.

Because the management process should attempt to use as much of current

research as is applicable to each problem, it should be a stimulous to the

'reserves' of scientific knowledge, encouraging specific, applied, cost-

effecÈive, interdisciplinary research (Regier 1978) .

)they, PLanni,ng Consíderations

Four additional pl-anning considerations also seem to be important to the

effective implementation of an ecosystem approach to current environmental

problems:

- The systens approach itsel"f must be evolutionary;

it must contain a mechanism for revising system

goals in light of continuing futures-creative

activity (Caldwell- l.97O; Janrsch Lg7Z, l_975).

- A just resource allocation system must be designed

so that distribution of resources to the public is not

entirely dictated by their geographic l-ocation and

economic means (Loftus et aI. I98O)
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- Policies must be formulated to resolve conflicts

over multiple uses of an ecosystem, so that consump-

tive and non-consumptive uses are reguì_ated to main-

tain or restore the designated base level of ecosystem

quality, and so that resource wastage is eliminated

(But)¡ley and Gross 1977, Ilolt and Talbot 1978).

- The process of conflict resol-ution and resource

allocation should be carried out so that within a region,

those benefiting from environmental resources pay for their

maintenance (BuIkIey and Gross 1977).

All of these planning considerations are listed

the ten ecosystem approaches.

ment, between (a) agreement with

partial or incomplete use of the

cept/method in the same conLext,

ùLscuss'Lon

against eac[

îhe distinction has in the as

or use of a planning method, (b)

conce,ot/methoC, (c) use of a oifferent con-

and (d) f ailr:re to address the issue.

in Figure 7

been made,

concept or

The framework provided for analysis of planning context in Figure 7 a

to be a relatively appropriate initial- checklist; very little disagreement

found in the use of planning concepts or methods ( triangular .syrnbols). Ìn

fact, the greatest disagreement was found in the need to separate ecologica

options from value judgements - simply because most of the approaches clear

support the concept and value of rehabilitation over other manaqement opt

(ie ecosystem maj-ntenance, amelioration, etc.) .

Other observations are:

- The failure of IJC's Ecosystem Approach, the Great Lak-es l"legal

Lake Trout, Scosystem Indicator and the Great Lakes Easin lriodelsr

consider many of the planning criteria is simply a refl-ection of

was

I

1y

I

conceotualnature and the fact that they presuppose a -olanning s
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provided by the IJC.

- The Great Lakes Basin Models are capable of attaining only one of the

four goals listed for environemntal managertent.: rmaintenance of a

minim¡¡¡r leve1 of environmental quality'. Àttainurent of the remaining

goals in a more comprehensive rehabilitat,ion program requires the

wide range of strategies now under development in the GLER and

SPOF studies.

- The PLUÀRG study is outstanding in its comprehensiveness¡ çilþ
one exception. Ts,o of the goals important in the application of

PLUARG findings to land use planning and management were not c:on-

sidered: roptimization of diversity between ecosystems in each region',

and mainten¿rnce of the ecosystemrs natural variability'. These

should be kept in mÍnd by agencies now developing guidelines on the

basis of the PLUARG study.
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Footnotes for !IG. ?. PLøming Critet'ia for an t'ecoaystem approach'l

O Criterion j-s used.

I Criterion is partially or inconsistantly used'

A A different method or concePt is used instead of the criterion

O Criterion is not considered.

a Mcliarg's Approach is part of the central ¡laterfront Planning study

the entire study is considered here'

All planning measures listed are recommended by the PLUARG study,

to the canadian and American governments, to be implemented at the

appropriate levels.

b
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Conclusions
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rt is possible to draw trdo sets of conclusions at this
point: one which surmnerizes the contributions of each of the

ten studies to the r:nderstanding of an "ecosystem approach",

highrighting the strengths and weaknesses of the methods used

by each study; and the other which draws from the findings of
each study and suggests ways in which they can be better co-

ordinated to acheive Great Lakes environmentar goars.

t-. Ifith regard to the first set of conclusions: the ,,eco-

system approach"r âs a eomposite optimum method for dealing

with todays environmental problemsris essentially the develop-

ment of management goals for ecosystems within a comprehensive

planning frameqork. The development, of. those goals has an

ecological, a socialran economic, and an administrativer/political

cornponent, all of which must be integrated in the planning pro-

cess. The essence of the "ecosystem approach" is as much the _

integration as it is the use of sound ecological principres.

Figure 6 lists those principles which shourd form the basis of
the ecologicar component and Figure 7 outlines the integrating
planning framework.

o of the nine studies which have an explicit ecological focus

(omitting the Great Lakes Megalopolis), only McHarg's c!{ps method

fails to acknor¡ledge the necessity for ecologically significant
boundaries and to apply the concept of ecosystem self-regulation
(Fig. 6). In other words, only ÞtcHargrs method can be sited for

inadequacies ih the ecological componenÈ. rt is undoubtedly

McHargrs intent to develop and publicize a method which uses

ecorogicaL information to the fullest extent and facilitates
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accurate ecological planning recomnendations. However, the pri-

marilyspatialtechniquesusedinthemethodfailtocapturethe

dynamic integrative aspects of ecosystem behaviour, and r¡nless

these aspects are addressed in an ad hoc fashion by those

chosen to work on each project, the failure leaves each study

vulnerable to important oversights' A more detailed account of

the oversights within the C!{PS' as an example, is given in Ap-

pendix Two.

ItmaynotbepossibletocapsuaLízeamethodforrepresenting

ecosystemdynamicswhichcouldbeaddedtot"lcHarg'sspatialover-

Iays to complete the analysis. The form of this representation

(a stress-response ledger of information, a qualitative model' a

quantitatT-ve computer model, a series of best expert judgements'

must depend, upon the nature of the ecosystem and the planning pro-

cess (time' inforrration' personnel and finances available) ' In

some instances, it may be more useful for one -of 'these methods of

mation integration to replace the traditional McIIarg map overlay

nigue; in others, for one to be added to the spatial analysis'

Those who follow McHarg's overlay synthesis are led to beli

that the synthesis or integrative process is the role'of the pl

this often precludes any kind of synthesis other than the standard

overlay. This is primarily because the kind of ecological insigùtt

which is necessary to choose the rnost appropriate means of expres

and slmthesizing the dynamic information about a particular ecosys

is not found within a planners' training' In this situation'

have no choice'but to rely on the farniliar techniques, appropriate

or not. If ecologists were brought into the synthesis stage with

express purpose of developing techniques appropriate to the type
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ecosystem and the information available, then the chances of fitting

method to problem (instead of visa versa) would greatly increase.

Ecosystem nanaçJement in urbanized areas tends to be a process whereby

a series of informed judgements or guesses are made about the steps

necessary to upgrade or maintain a level of quality in the face of

intensive and often changing human use. The more creative and

perhaps intuitive a management program must be, the more insight is

necessary for its developrnent, This insight, not only into the type

of information necessary , but also into the tlpe of management nec-

essary must come from those specialists who are most familiar with

the ecosystem. McHarg's method, as detailed in Appendix Two, fac-

ilitates the former, but not the latter.

. on the other hand, McHarg's method, as an expricit integration

of ecorogical concerns into the urban and regionar land use planning

structure,has many pranning strengths. The method is often used

with a heavy public participation role; it allows mapping of land

use so that this important consideration can be related to the strictly
environmental goals (this is not done in spoF,for exampre; a study

which seeks to find ways of managing the quality of ontariors water

bodies); and, perhaps most significantly, it bring" tir" ecology of

a landscape into consideration in the initial stages of the planning

process.

o other than the methodological frameworks provided in Figures 6

and 7, perhaps the most important conments about methodorogy which

can be made at this time are about the dangers of rigidity. A syn-

thesis of the methodogical strengths of alÌ ten studies wourd not

solve the complex and ever-changing environmentar problems faced
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today by the residents of the Great Lakes Basin or anlnrrhere else.

Both the methods and the resulting ¡¡Eìnagement guidelines must be

flexible, and condítional upon their success in achieving the des-

ired ecosystem quality goals

2. Vtith regard to the second set of conslusions - those which

suggest ways of coordinating the various activities in the Great

Lakes Basin to overcome jurisdictional problems and betÈer facili

comprehensive planning within ecological boundaries - two observa

are made.

o An enormous potential exists for coordination and comprehensive

planning by the IJC. concepts and data from the following studies

are noh¡ held within different communities of the commission:

"The Ecosystem APProach"
"Great Lakes MegaloPo1is"
Lake Trout' Ecosystem Indicator
PLUARG
Great Lakes Basin Eutrophication in Models

These deal with every facet of Great Lakes Basin management for

Great Lakes rehabilitation: urban to rural and terrestrial to

tic environments as well as çJeneral philosophy to detailed man

recommendations. They contain a wealth of hard data which appears

to cover every ecological and, most planning criteria aaaressed in

this analysis. some members of the IJC (The Expert committee on

Societal Aspects and their supporters) in fact, recognize this

potential, and sponsored a workshop on Anticipatory Planning in

March 1979 to discuss related issues. The IJC is in the singular

position of having a long history of international recognition

and respect; potential and existing liaison with bodies from

governmentlevel;strongnon-governmentaladvisors(ieGreat

every
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Tomorrow); an enormous bank of data on aquatic parameters, water

quality parameters, land use and its effect on the aquati-c eco-

system and urban planning parametes; and a recentl-y estabrished

holistic framework for comprehensive, whole-ecosysten planning

and management. rf the role of the rJc expands as suggested,

to include surveillance of "human settlements, demographics,

economic development, transportation and related matters" (rJc

1980b' p. 23) , then the commission wiLl be in the best possible pos-

ition to coordinate economic and social activity within the

Basin with its concurrent environmental quarity. The framework

for this coordination is availabfe in S-RESS.

The need for some form of coordination between the multitude of

government agencies with jurisdiction over the Great Lakes to active

rehabilitation goa]-s is particularly stressed in GLER. The 1979

workshop on Anticipatory planning recommended that the rJC act

to initiate broad, informal- and reguì-ar contact between federal,

state/provincial, 1oca1 and non-governmental bodies, and firr the

role of information coordinator.

The fact that the IJC has no real designating power over the agencies

responsible for implementing IJC recommendations may prevent their

full effect within the Basin. Good working relationships with these

agencies however, will probably increase the chances that 1;6 advice

will be regarded as valuabl-e aid rather than interference.

o ImpÌementation of any rehabilitation scheme requires the cooperation

of land use planners. An unfortunate division seems to persist be-

tvteen land use planners and aquatic resource managers - bridged only

theoretically by concept (rJC's "Ecosystem Approach") and pLUARG

data. Although the information exists to develop a comprehensive

n
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generalized Great Lakes Basin plan, there have been no attempts on

the Canadian side to begin. The strongest rehabil-itation studies

(GLER and SPOF) have not yet incorporated land use planning concetns

or l-and use planners. Urban and regional land use planning procesaa,

(CWpS and ESA Planning) have not addressed rehabilitation issues.

The need for more comprehensive and anticipatory planning directio¡

seems to be felt on many fronts. For example,

1. Transportation:

"Transportation planning in the Great Lakes Basin
suffers from the lack of identifiable goals and objectives
and the absence of a comprehensive planning framework to
constrain and guide individual development programs."
(IJC 1980b, p. 93).

2. Energy:

"There is increasing uncertainty as to future fuel
and electricity requirements in the Great Lakes Basin and
the continuing deterioration of long term oil supply avail-
ability through a combination of resource depletion, cartel-
pricing and politi-cal and mititary insecurity. Thus, an-
ticipatory planning with regard to fuel- and el-ectricity
supplies for the Great Lakes Basin becomes a critical re-
quirement." (rJC 1980b, p. 119); and

3. General rehabilitative planning in the Great Lakes Basin:

"No comprehensive plan or model exists for the
entire Great Lakes Basin that can provide any form of
guidance for any type of development or conservation
policy. " (IJC l98Ob, p. 50).

The 1979 Anticipatory Planning Workshop recommends the following

steps to complete a comprehensive Great Lakes Basin plan:

I. The Canadian federaÌ government shoul-d transfer or

partially delegate the powers, and technical and

financial means to develop the Canadian half of the

Great Lakes Basin P1an, to the Ontario government;

2. The IJC shoul-d attempt to presuade the Ontario

giovernment to prepare such a plan;
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3. "A comprehensive Great Lakes Basin plan be prepared
that would ultimatery be adopted by the canadian andU.S. federal governments; Ontario and State govern_
ments, and through institutional arrangements, andthe powers of the u.s. Federal governmãnt and ontarioprovincial government, be transmitted to local plans.,,

To be effective, arr prans must be prepared with imprementation

Ftrategies which reco¡runend alternative pollution control measures

which are feasibre technically, environmentarry, economicarly, polit-
ically and socially. I^Ie can't afford to keep pranning for land use

and creat Lakes rehabilitation separately; they are connected through

all of these aspects' specificalty, rehabilitation concerns must be

passed on to urban and regionar planners from those provinciar ag-

encies most involved, ie OMNR and MOE.

o În sunmary' the main problem which seems to be holding back Great

Lakes rehabilitation is not lack of data, Iack of articulated direction
or lack of articurated methods. rt lack of their formal acceptance

and of the communication, cooperation and organization necessary

for their implementation. This is demonstrated, in part, by the con-

vergence of thought in almost all approaches about what needs to be

done and the methods which are best suited to do it.

The major obstacre seems to be jurisdictional; hundreds of
agencies have jurisdiction over some portion of the er..t Lakes Basin

or some aspect of its operations. There is a real need to devel0p

administrative strategies which involve groups of agencies in major

issues, facilitating much more extensive inter-agency cooperation.

To be effective, however, the management prans which these agency groups

formulate must pertain to ecologicarly meaningful areas, such as water-
sheds- The organization of agencies into groups which manage ecolog-

ica11y integral areas shoul-d be one of the highest priorities of the

IJC.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION QT'ESTIONAIRE

IJCIS I'THE ECOSYSTEM APPROACH"

INSTITUTIONAL FRAME!{ORK

The management of environmental resources within the system defined

by the Great Lakes Basin l¡Iatershed boundaries. The system must be man-

aged as a unit with the coordinated efforts of U.S. and Canadian govern-

ment agencies.

DURATION OF TIIE PLANNTNG PROCESS

Unspecified, but presumed to be a continuing process.

STATED PHrr,osoPHY oR oBJEcrwEs oF PUBLTC pARTrcrpATroN

llt¡e document which outlines the ecosystem approach was prepared for
the International Joint Commission specifically to elaborate its improve-

ents over the existing water euarity objectives as a framework for

environmental management in the Great Lakes Basin. Deveropment of a

program for public participation or even objectives for public involve-

ment was not considered germaine to the document's primary purpose.

Specific emphasis is given, however, to the need for recognition of man

and his activities in any environmental management strategy. This

emphasis considers the public in 3 ways.

i As a component of the Great Lakes Basin system, the actions,

eactions and lifestyle of which must be considered by plan-

ners and managers within the Basin.

"The ecosystem approach provides the philosophic basis
for a view of man as part of nature. rt directs the efforts
of the Parties and the commission toward the treatment of
the patient (the Ecosystem), rather than the symptioms or
disease. rq relates the biologicar and technological acti-v-
ities of man to the carrying capacity of the Ecosystem,
linking the human body to the biosphere". (IJC/G.D.R.A.B.
1978, p. vii).

2

3
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ii In particular, as one component whose activities within

the Basin: (a) have a determining effect upon its environ-

mental quality, and (b) may be changed through a

redirection of perception, attitude and ultimately, be-

haviour.

"The Board is not r¡r¡der the illusion that improved
attitudes, perceptions and behaviour will automatically
result from adoption of an ecosystem approach in the
Basin. On the contrary, we believe that the first and
immediate need in implementing such an approach would be
for international coordination of existing environmental
information,/education programs at community, regional
state and provincial levels to permeate all levels of
society from primary schools to high level executives in
buiness, industry and government with ttre concepts of
"ecosystem" and "biosphere.. " The a¡rpwrt of money spent
on advertising soft drinks in the united states and canada
(to cite but one example) is of the order of 9200 million
per year (12). In view of the benefits to citizens ârising
from the exposure of "hidden" biospheric costs, any of
which are associated with water, it woutd be reasonable to
invest some appreciable fraction of this surn in improving
public knowledge of the concepts of "ecosystem" and

"biosphere"." (T.J1/G.L.R.A.B. J-9'78, p. 15). ,

iii And very briefly, as a set of individuals who may want to

play a part in the effective management of the Great Lakes

Basin ecosystem.

"attitudes, Perceptions, Behabiour - does the approach
allow persons in the Basin to relate to the biosphere in a

manner consistant with the aims of the Parties, the Boundary
vüaters Treaty and the !{ater Quality Agreement? Does it
alLow and encourage public intersts" - (Criteria Used in
Evaluating the Ecosystem Approach) (IJC,/G-L.R.A.B. L9'78,
p. 29).

In sununary, the participation of the public in planning and

decisions within the Great Lakes Basin is considered in 'The Ecosystem

only in so far as public or human activities affect the quality of the

ecosystem. The degree to which managment decisions affect the quality o

individual lives of those citizens' and the abitity of each to influence

nanagement decisions in some vìtay' is not considered-
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I

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION QIIESTIONNAIRE

GREAT T.AKES MEGAI¡POLIS

INSTITUTIONAL FRAME$¡ORK

The institutional framework for planning of urban development within

the Great Lakes l'legalopolis, will require coordination between each gov-

ernment agency operating within the Great Lakes Basin, from the neigh-

bourhood to the international level. Each level will deal with issues

pertinent to that scale..

DURATION OF TITE PLANNING PROCESS

The length of the planning process will depend upon the scale and

the nature of the issue considered.

STATED PHIIÐSOPHY OR OBJECTIVE OF PT]BLIC PARTICIPATION

The 1975 conference which focused attention on the GreaÈ Lakes

Megalopolis, did so to el¡horate the need for a comprehensive planning

strategy (or series of strategies), not to facilitate their development.

Opinions on alL issues are therefore representative only of individual

points of view. Because the group which convened hras so diverse, these

often conflict or contradict with each other.

Pub1ic involvement in planning was considered throughout the dis-

cussion, however, and statements of its philosophy and intent can be

foughly pJ-aced into four categories:

i A call for participation as an essential planning com-

ponent in any current context:

"To return our great agregations of people
to any kind of a human livabte position, some-
how we.have to include the users in the
planning..." (l{. Mead p. 40 in LeÍtan and Leman
L976't .

2

3
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ii Statements of the special need for participation

as planning evolves from plann production to a

continuing, creative process

"The contemporary attitude is towards future-
creative planning, i.e. adaptive, participatory,
and anticipatory modelling of a particuLar cul--
tural situation. The paostion is based on the
premise that the value of planning to citizens
decision-makers and policy-makers lies primariJ-y
in their participation in the process, and not in
the production of a document representing a re-
gional developmenL plan". (4.N. Christakis' p. 36,
in Leman and Leman 1916') -

iii Misgivings about the task of

"general public" to infl-uence

bitration process which planning has

ments of the pl-anners' role in such

inviting the unsophisticated

the enormously complex ar-

become, and assess-

a situation:

"I see that a real problem in remaining demo-
cratic in our idealism, is to allow a wid.er influx
among people - and not insitutions - in defining
our future perceptual- realities of where \^¡e are go-
irg; not the buildings we are going to be in so
much, and not environmental steps, although they are
certainJ-y important, but in trying to plan out \"¡hat
\de are going to perceive as the future". (R. Reed,
p. 89, in Leman and Leman 1976).

"The Great Lakes Megalopolis may provide some
chance for region-wide citizen invol-vement but the
obstacles wilI prove dj-fficuft to surmount. There
are cornmonly shared resources like water, air, some
minerals, various networks of communication and
transportation. I expect that whatever progress is
mad.e will- be made in those categories.

The GLII4, as any megalopolis, l-acks an effective
incentive system for public invoLvement and partici-
pation in the planning process... In fact, there is
an increasing number of disincentives for citizen
participation at the megalopolitan level of govern-
ment. Some of these are:

(a) the development of useful publ-ic poÌicies at
a megalopolitant scale depends upon the
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understanding of an educated and. informed public.
The complexity of environmental quality manage-
ment on a regional scale challenges the most
sophísticated pollution control agencies no matter
how superb their software and hardware in cyber-
netics and analysis might be.

(b) Distance and available time provide increasing
obstacles for direct citizen participation in a
megalopolitan or national decísion process.
Even though the megalopolitan or national de-
cision process may have greater individual
impacts, citizens tend to spend more effort and
time on issues involved with dwelling groups,
small neighbourhoods, neighbourhoods, small
towns, towns, and large cities. !{ith improved
networks, videophones, and other technological
devices to ease the time-space problem, the
lower and modest income individuals could be
prived out of the citizen participatj-on process
as is so often the case with national and
international- public decision making". (S.Vf.
Harl-ick, p. 88, in Leman and Leman 1976).

"As planners, sre do have to plan, "to tell-
people today - and the future generations -
how they may live". . . "v¡hat we are now con-
cerned htith, is whether planning is going to
be a kind of manipul-ation and if so, are lr¡e
ful1y av¡are of what that is doing to our
liberties? What are the methods that we can
use to retain some of the important values,
while we plan for change"? (S.8. Mclaughlin,
p. 90, in Leman and Leman Ì976).

Expressions of the need to understand the requirements of

the individuaf in a megalopolitan environment; require-

ments which the individual- himself may not be abÌe to

articulate, but which the planner and urban designer must

understand and translate into built form:

"Over the centuries, we have learned quite a
bit about how a nuclear family can l-ive in a single
dwelling. We have had centuries to work on that,
but we have not had much time to learn how com-
munities can live in highrise buildings". (e. King,
p. 48, in Leman and Leman 1976).

fv
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'rIt doesnrt matter lilhat gets built next, most
people in Toroqto IO years from now will be living
in buildings that exist right nowi and so maybe
what we should be looking at is...how to make ex-
isting'buildings livable". (8. King, p- 48, in
Leman and Leman L9761.

"I think that it is worth enphasizing that
many things have been taken for granted here, by
those of us who are used to speaking to each other
and who have participated in the activities of the
10 years of Delos Slnrposia. Vle have not said, as
we should have, that ttre reason we are thinking
about human settlements is because we care about
people and how they live; that under nrodern con-
ditions, $te can no longer leave the course of
such settlements to the slow adjustment of chance
and time". (M. Mead, p. LO7, in Leman and Leman
L976) -

I
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I

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION QUESTIONNAIRE

REHABILITATTNG GREAT LAKES ECOSYSTEMS

INSTITUTIONAL FRA¡/IEVüORK

Rehabilitation of the Great Lakes, to be brought about by the re-

gionally and/or locally coordinated efforts of Canadian and American

federal, provincial,/state; and municipal government agencies.

DURATION OF THE PI,¡\NNING PROCESS

No time scale has been set for the development of technical and

institutional strategies for individual bays and harbours within the

Great Lakes.

STA1ED PHII,OSOPHY OR OBJECTIVES OF PUBLÎC PARTICTPATION

The GLER study group is a research tem organized to advise govern-

ment agenci-es; it has no official planning status of it own. The

mechanics of Great Lakes rehabilitation are seen, by the group, to

operate within l-ocal rehabilitation working groups, formed from initial-

workshops set up "to explore ecosystem rehabilitation strategies for

other sel-ected areas in the Great Lakes (than Green Bay and the Bay of

Quinte)" (Great Lakes Fisheries Commission/Francis , et aÌ. L979, p. )

lforkshops which \^rere staged as pilot projects for Green Bay and

the Bay of Quinte, \^¡ere composed of "some people who were directly in-

volved with research rel-ating to the bay in question, others who were

knowledgeable about the l-ocal economy and land use issues, and some

members of (GLER) study qroup". (Great Lakes Fisheries Commission/

Francis et al. L979, p. 75) . Su.bsequent workshop participants are

advised by the GLER study group to be "individuals from various organ-

izations which couLd contribute to rehabil-itation strategies for these

2

3
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areas.rt (Gre.at Lakes Fisheries Commission/Francis et aI . L979t p. 85

Although the preferred composition of the local rehabilitation groups

which are to carry on the work initiated by ttrese workshops, is not

mentioned, there is no indication that these groups should include

bers of the public. llhe only reference to the general prrblic made

GLER - the only recommend.ed avenue for direct public contact associa

wittr the rehabilitation program(s) - is one-sf public education:

(Chapter 7, Recommendations) "#2. Prepare a
nþre popularized, illustrated version (of the GI-,ER

report) to help foster wider public understang and
interest in ecosystem rehabiU-tation, and arrange
for its publication and sale". (Great Lakes Fisheries
Conunission/Francis et aI. L979, p. 85).

llhe philosophy of public participation held by the GLER study

then in one primarily of mutual information exchange. The nature of

public involvement in the GLER study may be re-examined, however, es-

pecially in tight of experiences from the Green Bay, Long Point and

Bay of Quinte workshops (L. Crima I98O, pers. comm.).

;
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PUBLIC PARTTCIPATION QUESTIONNATRE

FEDERAL-PROVINCTAL STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR ONTARIO FISHERTES

1. INSTITUTTONAL FRAMEV¡ORK

Development of a ne\¡t approach to planning and management of fish-

eries by, and for the Province of Ontario.

DURATION OF TIIE PLAI{NTNG PROCESS

Long term-continuing.

STATED PHILOSOPHY OR OBJECTIVES OF PUBLIC PARTTCTPATION

Public participation in ontario fisheries management is a very re-

cent change from a situation where "d.ecisions about resource management

in Ontario (were) made by government',. (Ontario Ministry of Natural

Resources and Environment ca¡ada 1978, p. 4.) Because the concept is

nevt' and must be brought about by a large agency with a strong traditional-

mandate for in-house decision making, the most important initial stage

is one of education, both for the agency and for the public. The

specific terms of reference for the participation strategy, in fact

promote the process of mutual education to the posj-tion of highest im-

portance: "To create and institutional-ize ner¡, communication channels

among fishermen, the public at large, and fisheries aqencies". (ontario

Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment Canada 1978, p. 3).

It is hoped that an extensive public education program will foster

a more comprehensive public understanding of the existing ecological

situation of ontario Lakes, proposed management goals and the need for

public cooperation with future management tactics incJ-uding some re-

allocation of fi.shery resources and restrictions of previous fishing

freedoms' If this program is successful, it will- all-ow vested interest
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groups who traditionally persue a single purpose to mediate their visç

with an understanding of all factors involved in the pursuance of pre

ent and future goals. It will include the unorganized, non-vested in*

terest sement of the public. Finally, it will allow the press better

access to information and encourage objective evaluation Jf r'mn

Ttre participation program also includes a límited form of public

involvement in agency decision-¡naking:

"Of the various levels of participation possible,

a combination of informing, consulting and negotiating

appears most appropriate; full- partnership decision-

making or citizen control, is not recommended".

(Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment

Canada 1978, p, 1) (...at this tine. K. Loftus 1980'

pers. cormn. ) .

"Citizen advisory groups should be considered only

if the information dissemination and feedback mechanisms

described above (workshops, seminars, meetings) are in-

adequate. If (they) are used, they should relate only

to the Great Lakes or provincially significant waters.

A Provincial Fisheries Advisory coÍrmittee is not récom-

mended". (Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and

Environment Canada 1978, p. f9.)

"The public" which is to be involved in the SPOF

public participation programs, refers to aII Ontario

residents: "...fishermen, the public at large, and

fisheries ajencies". (ontario Ministry of Natural

Resources and Environment Canada 1978, p. 3.)
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4 PTJBLIC EDUCATION

An intensive, broad, multi-media education campaigrn is currently

being planned for ontario residents. rt will incrude the forlowing:

À. Non-technical publication (brochures)

Brochures on aspects of fisheries managenent

will be pr:btished in non-technical language and

distributed to the general public from displays

in cormnunity buildings, and to the various user

groups

B. Press/media coverage

A large advertising campaigrn will be staged

to promote fisheries management, including news

releases, press meetings, radio, ftl, and bus

advertisements.

C. T.V. programs

À series of 13 half-hour shows, called, Sport-

Fish Ontario will premier in January 1991. These

shows will give fishing instruction and management

information for lakes and rivers in norther, central,

and southern Ontario - including the Great f,"f"r.

D. Displays, filrns and slide presentations

Display panels and information services will be

set up in shopping maì.ls and at user-çtroup functions.

E. Schoo1 programs

Education packages witl be supplied to Ontario

schools to promote early interest in and knowledge

of fisheries management.
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5 PI]BLIC INVOLVEMENT IN ITIE PI,AI{NING PROCESS
t

A lfill the views of the general runco¡wnittedr public be

canvassed:

- during issue formulation? No

- during conflict resolution (the planning stage )a Yes

B !{í11 the general public be represented within:

- the agency info:rmation collection body (ies)? No

- the agency planning body(ies): No

- an advisory body? Yes onl if other means of communi

tin with the .t_c l_s l-n te and in rela to the

Great Lakes or other ncial SI ficant waters.

C. !{iII vested interest giroups be represented within:

- inforn¡ation collection body(ies) ?

- planning body(ies):

- an advisory body? Yes. 4 cific s are fo:e

tation on all cor¡unittees and 7 others are ted

inc]-usion on local circumstances. Minis

of Natural Resources and Environrnent Canada 1978 23.

D. WiII interaction between 'the public' and the planning agency

during informal, interactive meetings such as workshops' open

houses and serninars, during the:

- issue formulation stage ? Yes the is incl l_n ln

with MNR now in some no t ri
are restricted to int t members. Thi

interaction will be e to all and an att

Ibe made to involve tatives of the

s

raI
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Yes, thispJ-anning stage?

will ultimately

type of interaction and communication

take precedence over formal hear in the

pl-anni nq cess

How will the pubJ,ic be informed of these meetings?

- general public: They will be informed but the actual mode has

not been chosen.

rmr¡nica-

to the

interest groups in particular: Same as for " pubfic".

time of meetings: daytime_ evening_.

Location of meetings: A series of small- meetings will- be held in

each of MNR's 48 Districts. The emphasis in public contact will-

be at the District, rather than the Regional or Provincial- level-s,

E

but it will be coordinated at the Regional level.

lttilI interaction take pJ-ace between 'the public, and the M.N.R.

during formal hearings where briefs are presented., during the:

- issue formul-ation stage ? Probablv not.

- planning stage? If formal heari-ngs are held in the near future

they will probabl y be called by user groups to obtain an expl-ana-

I fori

;ted for

,1inistrv

tion for MNR pol- icy or actions. Formal- hearings are not anticipat-
rncy occur ed to form a part of the normal planninq Þroc ess.

)pen F will agency (and advisory body) meetings be open to public attendance

and public briefs?

As a general rule , it is not antici pated that MNR-sponsored

planninq mee tin qs wil-L be open to pubLic a ttendance and briefs.

r informal

:iciPantg

twe of

:mPt will

During special meetings, however, there wil-t be representatives bv

bv elected members of Ínterst groups and Kev Actors' from unorgan-

ized publ-ic interests Occasionall y ¡0{R staff and Public represent-

atives coul-d meet with

meetings

the broader constituency at large public
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6 JUDICIAL RECOURSE

lüill the public have recourse to a judicial process if the final

planning statements are found to be unsatisfactory?

The 1975 Ombudsman's Act allows citizens to br such

before the ombudsman. He reviews ezch case' and if he feels the com-

aint is ustified makes a recommendation to the Minis The

Ombudsman does not have lea I but his actions are ofLen

hi cized. and therefore exert essure to influence

Ivlinis try decisions. Other Appeals may also be brouqht forward in con-

unqtion with the Environmental Assessment Act but these investi

are usuall ior to Minis decision-makin

7. LEGAL M.ANDATE

vlilJ- public participation be a manditory part of agency planning?

There is a neral committment within the ¡lNR to involve the lic in

fisheries lannin and man nt but no Ie al- mandate exists for the

solicitation of ublic inion on each issue.

B. PROGRAM PERSONNEL

llill the progran be managed by persons not normaÌly a part of the

process? The advertisinq portion of the education proqram wifl be

an advertisin n Also, al-l current l- scale will

mana b consultant firms. Future ma be man d the

Ministry if the internal- resources are avail-able and if Minis man

ment is a ate to the issue

9. PROGRAM JUSTIFTCATION

WiIl the infl-uence of the public participation program upon final

planning decisions be made cl-ear in

lished as

the finaf repor ts? The finaf

nl-n documents wil-l be roved man t lans and will
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onlv be Þublished in a form for qeneral publ ic distribution if the par-

ticular issue or section is parti cularly relevan t to a current problem.

The Ínfluence of the oartir:ioa tion proqram on MNR decisions will be made

expl l_cL t in these docr¡nents but no mandate or policv ver exists on the

l_ssue

10 PROGRAM EVAT,UATION

lfill nechanisms for evaluating the public participation program be

incruded in the planning process. Ies, the program wirl be evaruated,

but the results of this evaluation will not necessariov be made public.

The information will be used internal Iy to improve future oroi ects.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION OUESTIONNAIRE

CENTRÀL I^IATERFRONT PLANNING STUDY

]. INSTITUTIONAL FRA¡,IEWORK

Urban community planning process within the City of Toronto, involving
approximately 3OOO acres of water-related land and 2560 acres of protectsq
within Toronto Harbour.

DIJRATTON OF THE PLANNING PROCESS

September 1-974 - present date.

3 STATED PHILOSOPHY OR OBJECTIVES OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATTON

A. General l-evel or type of participation:
"Broad participation should occur in defining needs, setting

goal-s, and evaluating pJ-ans in terms of these goaIs. Presenting
plans that have been worked out without participation in setting
the terms of reference is not participatory planning - all- the
public can do is to criticize the plans, regardless of merit.
However, if the goals are set up by all the participants, then
plan preparation can be done by the planners and brought back

for public evaluation in terms of the establ-ished goals. Every-
one then does the job for which they are best equipped (in terms

of skil-l-, time, inclination) and there is some chance of success

on two scores - a good plan and an accepted one. The public
cannot arbitrarilv change the plan, but they can change the goals

from which new plans wil-l stem, and they can insist that the plans
do stem from their goa]s." (.W.p.S. L974, p. IOI)

B. Definition of the public:
"A first general principle of this programme of participation

is that the special- interest groups represented on the central
waterfront pJ-anning committee must expand their rol-es from partici-
pation by individual representation to: (i) the active involvement
of their full memberships through publicizing the issues, methods,

and work progranmei (ii) involvement of the public at large through
publicizing their group's interests so that people can identify
with and participate through the interest group which most closely
represents their concerns." (C.w.p.S. I974, p. 105)

4. PUB]
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4. PUBLIC EDUCATION

What were the primary methods of informing the pubtic of agency views,
before and during the process:

A. Non-technical publications:
Various brochures published to make the public more aware

of the waterfront, the planning process and various issues in-
volved. For example, the City of Toronto's Information
Bull-etin, "Explore the Central lrlaterfront" and summaries of the
lsland airport, Island Neighbourhood Park and Harbourfront issues.

B. Technicalr/Planning publications:
Technical reports on the program for planning, waterfront

precedents, cl-imate, physical geography, vegetation, wild.life,
aì-r quality, noise, \^rater, housing, industry, recreation and
Port of Toronto were published separatery for sale. Reports \^¡erealso published on al-ternative uses for various sites around the waterfront.
C. Newsl-etters :

ItÍany of the organizations represented on the Central_

ülaterfront Pl-anning Committee used their newletters to in-
form members of Committee issues and progress. Some of these
organizations are very rarge (The ontario sailing Association
has a regional membership of 10r000). The planning Department guarterJ-y

magazine, "City Planning", a.l-so published several related arti-cles.
D. Press coverage:

"There has al-so been fairly good coverage in the press,
with rnajor arÈicl-es on the process that has been set up for
Central llaterfront planning, the Island Airport, Harbour Square,
problems of access to the Islands at the Ferry Terminal and

Aquatic Park. " (c.w.p.s. 1974, p. 102)

E. Displays and slide presentations:
Poster and slide displays have been set up at City HalI

and Harbourfront for student and generaÌ public review
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F. Open planning office:
The Central- lrlaterfront planning office \^¡as located within

the waterfront area to encourage public contact with planning
personnel and the library.

c. Bi]lboards:
Publicty advertised the waterfront planning study.

PUBLÏC INVOLVEMENT TN THE PLANNING PROCESS

A. llere the views of the general uncommitted public canvassed:

- during the issue formulation stage? No.

- during the confl-ict resol-ution stage ? No.

no

Ward organizations were encouraged to participate.
aI l-ic n10n llors was taken but interested

B Idas the general public represented within:
- the agency information coll-ecting body(ies)?

- the agency planning body(ies)? No.

No.

vc

- an advisory body? ttro.

C. Vlere vested interested groups represented \,rithin:
- the agency information collecting body (ies) ? Yes with an

interest in the waterfront area were invited to sit on the Central
VrTaterfront Planninq Corunittee (C.i{.P.C. ) or various task forces, by

the City PJ-anning Board and by the C.VJ.P.C. itself , after its for-
mation, sub'iect to approval bv the Board and cir CounciÌ

the agency planning body(ies)?
sentatives from all levels of

Yes. The C.i/t.P.C. sed of
qove rnment and vested interest õrôl1lls.

carried the l-anni St thro to the develo t of the Ce

!ùaterfront land use plan.
ntral

D Did the interaction between the public and the planning agency occur

during informal, interactive meetings such as workshops, open houses

and semj-nars, during:

- the issue formulation stage. Yes. AÌ1 mee s of the C.t¡J.P.C. w

open to the publ-ic.

the
wel-1

planning'stage? Yes. All meetin dc continued to be ubl-ic
further individuals were recommended to sit on Task

wi-th ific area issues.
Group dealir
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How was the public informed of these issues?

- general public: weekly announcements of the public planning

meetingç in the Globe and Mail, as well as through the City of
Toronto Pl-anning Board's Information Bulletin and community

newspapers.

- interest groups

newsletters. In
in particular: C.Vl.P.C. member organization

the planning stage, meetings \^rere set up by each

c.hI.P.c. member organization for members, açtency staff and other
interested C.li .P. C. rrembers, to inform all member organizations
of the plannino Ðrocess,

When did they take place? daytime evening x
rested

Where did they take place? City Hall committee and board rooms

E Did interacti-on between the public and the planning agency occur

during formal hearings where briefs are presented, during:

- the issue formulation stage? I{o

- the planning stage? Yes, hearings took place for a number of
separate issues (STOL service at the fsland Airport; Harbourfront;

an the Island Park Neighbourhood), as a regular prerequisite to
lentral Council's approval of planning recommendatj-ons.
:ces, by

:s for- Ho\^r \^¡as the public informed of these meetings?

- general- public: nevrspaper advertisements

of repre- - interest groups in particular: those directly involved ',{ere sent
notices of each heari: qroups,

:Central
F

¡ occur

houses

I{ere the planning bodies and planning office open to public briefs,
suggestions, etc. during: :

- the issue formulation stage? Yes

- the planning stage? YeS

P -c' were 6. JUDICIAI RECOURSE

Does the public have recourse to a judicial process if the final planning
statements are found to. be unsatisfactory?

-/

Yes. Appeals for chanqe of the finaf l-and use plan may be brouqht before
the Ontario Municipal Board (a quasi-jucicial boC.¿) . Þrinr fn l-hìc ct-:aa

Inembers of the lic ¡na

l_c A5

before Cit Councif Corunittee

arasd tants before the Planni BoarC anci
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7. LEGAL MANDATE

Is a public participation program manditory in agency planning?

Public aqvertise¡nent and ra ttode are red for an Offic Ia 1

Plan changes, but a full scale partici tion program is not required.
r¡lith whom does the decision to implement the process lie? Citlr of Toronto

Board and Council.

8. PROGRAI4 PERSONNEL

Is the program managed by persons not norinally a part of the planning

process? ì{o.

9. PROGRAM JUST]FICATION

Is the inffuence of the program upon final planning decisions made clear

in the finaL report? It will be

10. PROGRAM EVALUATION

Are mechanisrns for evaluating the public participation program included

in the planning process? No.

I

P

2

3

COM¡MNTS :

Since-lhe interest çrreups--ln-Lbe.-ptanntnq Fr¡.,.êqq l-tåejr-
individual interests onl]¿. l-hplz l-en.lo.] n^r- t^ -oFre.ent ''the publie aÈ ]arge"

Tlre process. in g,eneral. r,¡¡q ver)¡ nl¡pn, br.rl- at A t¡emend,eUs õ^ +

planninq docurnent . Àlso, the Tasl- Groups became verv cumberso[ie.
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PUBLIC PARTICIPÀTION QUESTIONNAIRE

EWIRON¡4ENTALLY SENSTTIVE AREA PT.ANNING

TNSTITUTTONAL FRA¡{EWORK

Eagles outlines a process of designating and institutionally protect-

ing Environmentalll' Sensitive Areas (E.S.A.'s) which occurs primarily at

the Regional government level (a level- which originated in 1970 from a

reorganization of county governments), within the context of the Regional

official Plans. some progress is also being made at the county govern-

ment level-.

DURATION OF TTIE PLA}TNING PROCESS

The duration varies with each Regional Municipality, but the pro-

cess of ESA designation and official plan preparation usual-ly takes

about three years.

STATED PHILOSOPHV OR OBJECTIVES OF PUBLTC PARTICIPATION

A. General level or type of participation:

"The ability of the public to make thej.r views

impact upon governmental poJ_icies and programs" (Eagles

1979, p. 111); and the abitity of citizens to influ-

ence environmental- management deisions" (Eagles 1979,

p.30s)

The philosophy of providing citizens with the

legal right to influence rather than make_ planning

decisions is that which is officially stated in the

Ontario PJ-anning Act ( 5 . 21) :

"Council shoul-d be free to seek advice and

assistance from council committees and citizen

advisory bodies, but the actural decisions on

official- pJ-ans and zoning by-laws must rest \^rith

council itsel-f" (Eagles L979, p. 283)

ning
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B. Legal- rights to ParticiPation:
,'Effective participation in decision-making can be enhanced by

the establ-ishment of a legal right to participate in the relevant

legislation. This lega1 right is not just a privilege that may be

granted as a matter of discretion or policyr' (Eagles 19'79, p. 108).

4. PUBLTC EDUCATION

The most important (successful) means of educating the public about

agency views have been:

A. Non-technicial- publications/Questionnaires

Regional nev¡spapers containing;drafts of the Regional official
plan, questions or questionaires about planning issues and the planners

to contact about questions and responsesrwere distributed to every

household in the Region.

B. Technical Planning Publications:
All planning documents invofved with ESA desigrnation were made

accessible: they were distributed to anyone who requested a coPY'

and to aff local libraries.

C. Displays and./or sl-ide presentations:

A series of advertised graphic displays and open houses were

hel-d in community buildings around the Region.

D. Promotion of the planning process by advisory committees.

The E.E.A.C.'s played a major role in disseminating ir¡formation

and generatly publicizing the planning process, prj-marily to the groups

they work for or are connected \,¡ith, as well as to the general public-

PUBLIC INVOLVE¡{ENT IN THE PLANNING PROCESS

A. Were the views of the general "uncommiLted" public canvassed:

- during issue formulation? Yes. Reqional nevTspapers containing

B

D

dI

S5

drafts of the ReqionaÌ Official r) lan and ôll estions or ñlt stionai reg
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about ¡¡1 annr-ng ISSUeS h¡ere distributed to everv household
in the Req ion. Ouestionaires outl ined 25 pl-anninq issues
perceived by the planninq staff and reques ted househol-ders

to rank the issues in order of importance to them, (Halton CountY approach) .

during conflict resol-ution (the planning stage) ? yes members

of the public who were directly affected bv or had some know-

ledge of the proposed E.S.A.'s \n¡ere extensivel y consulted
durinq the pl-anninq phase. In Waterloo, every land owner \^¡as contacted
by letter

B I{ere members of the general pu}rlic selected to
- the agency information collection body(ies)?
- the agency planning body(ies) ? No.

- an advisory body? No.

hlere vested interest groups represented within:
- the agency information col_lection body(ies)? No.

- the agency pJ-anning body(ies)? No.

- an advisory body? yes.

sit on:

nners

was formed to Ì
cor¡ncil on environmental pfanninq matters, including E.S.A desi qmation

d

In Halton, the E.E.A.C. was originally selected from people
who responded to advertisements in Regional riewspapers These ads
reguested peopf e with a hiqh leve] of knowl_ edge in specified fields
to vol-unteer for committee membershi p. Vacancies in the cornmittee are ad-
vertised bv knowledqe specialty each year, with new members beinq
chosen by the EEAC.n

oups

ic. D. Did interaction between

duri-ng informal , interactive
seminars, during:

- the issue formul-at.ion

advice on which

the public and the planning agency occur
meetings such as workshops, open houses and

stage?

is sues

Yes, a Hal-ton newspaper asked for
were important.ang

onaires - the planning stage?

has been formul-ated.
Yes, but onl-y after a draft Official Pl-an
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How was the public informed of these rneetings?

- The public at large: Re ar new

9. P

s ads as wel-l as I

within the s cial al News r for the in th

ann SS.

- vested interest groups cial- means of advertisement

evening X

:nOS clear

10

Time of meetings: daytime

Location of meetings : Library or council ch

municipality in the Region.

E. Did interaction take place between the public and the planning agency

during formal hearings where briefs were presented, during:

- the issue formulation stage ? No.

- the planning stage? No.

F. Were counciJ- meetings

open to public attendance

(and advisory body meetings where applicabJ-e)

and pub Iic briefs? Yes.

6. JUDICAL RECOUR.SE

Does the public have recourse to a judicial process if the final planning

statements 3re found to be rrnsatisfactory?

Yes. Environmental policies and all other policies contained in Official Plans

A

the p:

Counc

COMME

progr

legaI
conm.

can be appeal-ed by any person, to the Ontario Municipal Board. The Board then
holds a hearing and makes a decisj-on with regard to the policv obiection. If the

O.M.B. deci-sion is also not favorabl_e an\¡ person mav appeal_ to the Provincial Cali

7. LEGAL MANDATE

Is a public participation program manditory in agenry planning?

Yes. The Planni Act sti ates sel'eral mandi routes for lic access to
mi:nicipal decision-maki ng. These incl-ude: public notification of pendinq deci
rl_ t to be heard in front of council- r-1 al council decisions to thetto
O.M.B. and right to appeal_ O.M.B. decisi-ons to the Provincial Cabinet. Alnrost
of these rights are present in provinciaf or federal- resource management dec.i sion'
maki structures. (One of the reasons for success with E.S.A. lannin at the
munacl- al- leveJ- is this series of ri ts to access the decision-makin rocess.

les l-980, rs. co¡nm.

8. PROGRA¡4 PERSONNEL

fs the program rnanaged by persons not nornal-h' associated with agency

planning?
No.
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9. PROGRA¡4 JUSTIFICATION

Is the influence of the program upon final planning decisions made clear
in the final report?

Yes, about 80? of the final decisions are made

clear in the final reoôrt- lnao 1e e 19âf) Þers- conrn- ) -

10. PROGRAM EVALUATION

Are mechanisms for
the planning Process?

Council-.

evaluating the pubJ-ic particpation program incl-uded in
There is constant feedhack to members of the Reqional

COM¡4ENTS

"I am convinced that one of the reasons for the success of the E.S.A
program has been due to the public participation opportunities which a re
legally embedded in the municipal plannin g process in Ontario"(Eagles 1980, pers.
comm. )
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION QUESTIONNAIRE

INTERNATIONAL REFERENCE GROUP ON GREAT LAKES

POLLUTTON FROM LAND USE ACTIVITIES

l. INSTITUTTONAL FRÀME!'¡ORK

Tt¡e International Reference Group on Great Lakes Poflution from Land

Use Activities (PLUARG) was set up by the International Joint Commission

from members of the f'ederal, State and Provincial, U.S. and Canadian governments

to study diffuse land-based sources of \nrater pollution in the Great Lakes

Basin.

DURATION OF THE PROCESS

The planning process \^¡as 6 years; the participation process' one year.

STATED PHTLOSOPHY OR OBJECTIVES OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

"(i) to enhance the public's input into the public hearings held

by the I.J.C. on the PLUARG finaf report; (ii) to improve the

I.J.C.'s credibility with the public; (iii) to inform the public

and (iv) to provide interested persons and parties to play a rol-e

in the development of final recommendations" (IJC,/PLUARG 1976, p. 14)

4. PT]BLIC EDUCATION

lrihat were the primary methods of informing the public of agency

views before and during the process?

A. Technical or Pl-anning Reports

Technical reports were given to the publ-ic consultation paneJ-s on

various aspects of the PLUARG studies as they became available. A draft
of the final- publicatíon, "Environmental Management strategies for the
Great Lakes Basin" was also given to the panels for review.

B. Non-technical- publications

Leaflets on the work and organization of PLUARG, pJ_us lists of
issues in the Basin were distributed to the public during a series of
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fourteen open houses herd in small centres throughout ontario.

C. Newsletters

fïo newsletters, the rJC "Great Lakes Focus" and the Great Lakes

Basin Commission "Great Lakes Communicator" were used to publicize PLUARG

information. These were distributed by nail according to the PLUARG mailing
list of interested people and organizations.

D. Press Coverage

The PLUARG public participation program generally recieved very good

press coverage (Grima, April 1980, pers. comm.). The open houses, consultation
meetings and important meetings of chairpersons were given radio, T.V. and

ne\¡¡spaper publicity.

E. Sl-ide Shows and Poster Demonstrati-ons

Sl-ide shows and poster demonstrations were available at the open houses.

F. Questionaires

Questionaires on farming practices and pollution issues were mailed to
a random sample of Canadian farmers in the Great Lakes Basin (Statistics
Canada supplied the basic statistics from which the sample was taken).
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PUBLIC INVOLVE¡IIENT IN TIIE PLAI\¡N]NG PROCESS

A. !,]er-e the views of the general uncommitted public canvassed:

- during the issue formul-ation stage ?NO I

- during the pJ-anning stage? No Mason I979b 13

B. I¡las the general public represented within:

- the agency information collecti-on body(ies)? No

- the agency planning body(ies)? No

- an advisory body? Yes. The open houses which were hel-d to

volunteers for the citizen panels were open to eve

C. V'Iere vested interest groups represented within:

- the agency information coll-ection body (ies) ? No.

the agency planning body (ies) ? No.

- an advisory body? Yes. The committee which selected anelists

from the 600 voh¡¡¡teer "broadl- re sentative of the various

interests involved educati-onists conservationists cot rS

farmers manufacturin interests S rtsmen and fishermen's

association)" (Grima 1980, p. 14). Eiqht panel-s were set up in

Ontario;9 in the U.S. "to assist in 'identif ic concerns

and icabl-e t stra ies' relat to lution

l-and use activities'r (Grima 1980, p. 14)

Did interaction between the public and the agency occur during

mal, interactive meetings such as workshops, open houses and s

suring:

- the issue formulation stage? Yes. In the summer of 1977, L5 t

houses were held in Ontario to solicit vol-unteers for citizen

adviso 1s

"no additional- surveys of the general population were conducted" (other thâll
an "Agricultural Practices Survey") . (Ùlason 1979b'p. 13)

D

1
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the pJ-anning stage? Yes. rn the fall of 1978, more publ-ic meet-

Incf s were held to inform the publi c about the report and to qen-

erate interest in the (subseguent) hearinqs (Grirna 1980) .

How was the public

Iarge:

informed of these meetings?

Radio and newspaper public- public at servlce announcements,

posters, volrrnteers

vested interest groups: The PLUARG mailinq l-ist, which was avair-

able at the time, \^/as used to locate interest qroups.

Time of meetings: daytime

Location of meetings: The

eve x

maior portion of Ontario, with the excep-

tion of some of the northern regions, 'r'iras divided into 14 areas, each

with a 50 mile radius. A small_ town within each of these areas was

chosen for the location of an open house.

E Did interaction between the public and the agency take place during

for¡nal hearings where briefs \¡rere presented during the:

- issue formutation stage? No

- planning stage? Yes. Publ-ic hearinqs on the PLUARG reports \^rere

sponsored bv IJC and held in l-ate 1978.

How was the public informed of these meetings?

Leqal notices were pfaced in newspapers; newletters and flyers were

mail-ed to those on the PLUARG mailinq list.

Time of meetings: daytime X evenJ- x

Location of meetings: rn canada these hearings were hel-d in Thunder

Bay, Toronto and Chattam. They were also held in three major cities

in the U.S-
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F. were agency meetings (and advisory body meetings) open to public

attendance and public briefs?

PLUARG meet were not o to the ublic but the advi bo

lic consultation fs mee v¡ere o to who

chose to attend.

6. JUDICIAL REVIEIV

Does the public have recourse to a judical process if the final

ning statements are found. to be unsatisfactory? No

7 LEGAL MANDATE

Is the public participation program a manditory part of agency (1¡C)

planning? Public hearin are mandi but the rtici tion ces

is not.

If not, with whom does the decision lie to implement such a program?

For the PLUARG stu , the decision was made the PLUARG members the¡n-

seLves

8. PROGRAM PERSONNEL

llas the program managed by persons not normally a part of the p

process? Yes, a cons ultant, SalIy Leppard was hired to coordinate the

l-ic tici tion ram.

PROGRAM JUSTIFICATION

lrlas the influence of the program upon final planning reco¡nmendations

made clear in the final report(s)? PLUARG members each had to attend

Panel meetings. At these, theY rePo rted on why recommendations had not

been accepted. A summary of l0 maj or issues was submitted by panels fo

PLUARG; 5 were accepted (S. Leppard l-980 pers' comm')' The following

comments, however, vtere made on the resul-ts of this process by R. Mason

9

( r979 b - "The lsb t forth and sized a l-a number of I ss
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which were either downplayed or ignored by PLUARG in its report to

the IJC" (p. 23) . ". . .PLUARG did not make any attempt in its re-

port l-n an other wav to explain how it had dealt with the input

from the pan el-s. There is generallv no accountinq for those recom-

mendati-ons which were accepted, or found to be useful, and those

which v¡ere not". (p. 23\ .

10. PROGRAM EVALUATION

Are mechanisms for evaluating the public participation program in-

cluded in the agency planning process?

Evaluation of the program is in part of the contract under which the

consultant was hired.

11. COMMENTS

References for critical assessments of PLUARG's public particj-pation

program are: Grima 1980, Grima 1978, Mason I9'79a, and l4ason l-97gb.



APPENDIX TWO

Specific Criticisms
of McHarg's
Environmental
Planning Method
with reference to
the bronto Central
\ffaterfront
Planning Study
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adequacies. Further complicating the synthesis' some of the reports çs¡.

delivered to the firrn just a few months before the final presentation

was given. To be fair, then, the conditions under which the synthesis rsp

1.ras produced made that production more difflcult, but to be realistic,

the situation described here imposed constraints which are coûìmon to

many planning studies.

The environmental planning method used by McHargrs firm, however,

does not have the capacity to overcome these difficulties. The method

is lirnited in scope and outdated in its use of ecological concepts, and the

resultant lack of in-depth ecological understanding often leads to the

acceptance of ecologícally inadequate study parameters. Specific criticisus

of the CI,üPS are outli-ned in the following sections.

Boundaries - The boundaries of the study area must include all

important influences on the ecosystem under study. This is much

more difficult with an aquatic, than a terrestrial ecosystem, of

course. To set appropriate boundaries you must know the major

processes operating within the ecosystem and the activities, or

stresses, both man-made and natural, which influence or direct

Ëhose processes. McHargrs method seems to deal well,with the

terrestrial ecosystems on Toronto Island, identifying and responding

to the forces of wind and wave erosion, human use, succession (etc.)'

But consideration of the aquatic ecosystem, is 1i-mited to the watef

body itself, and therefore to only a fer¡ of the forces which deter-

mine its character and quality. The most notable omissions are

upstream land use and point source pollution, and r¿hole-lake

connections. Two examples of the problems which result from this

limitation of study scope are those of dredging and of relating
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to plans for Lake Ontario rehabilitation.

Dredging is an activity r¿hich has been carried out by the

Toronto Harbour CoumÍssion ever since its inception to ensure that

navigation channels remain navigable. Dredgeate used to be

consi.dered useful fill for on-1and construction or shoreline

restructuring - until the pollutant levels contaminated the

benthic silt to a point where the material is now known to be

extremely dangerous. The Harbour Commission is no\.r faced with

the expense of storing contaminated materíal in heavily dyked areas

to prevent open-lake or on-land contamination. The dyked areas

are toxic, relatively unsightly and extremely expensive - the

expense being born by the Harbour Commission. The causes of

pollution lie upstream, with both point and non-point sources. The

only means of controlling the output of these sources, ín relation

to the seriousness of the pollution problem is to invoke very gen-

eral provincial r.rater qualíty standards. The use of a watershed,

rather than a waterfront boundary r¡ould have made ít possible to

include the causes of pollutíon in the study area and adjust pol-

lution controls more specifically to the particular and changing

sitrration.

The second example is consideration of the relatÍonship between

the Toronto Harbour and Lake ontario. Toronto Harbour was origÍn-

a1ly one of the three most important wildlife nest and fish

spawning areas in Lake ontario (!trhi11ans rg77). rts complete

urbanization has resulted in its status as one of the most signi-

ficant sources of phosphorous and other contaminants (o.t"t.o.¡. I9g0).
Plans to rehabilitate aquatic habitat and water quality in Lake

ontario must include Toronto Harbour, perhaps not as a potential

fish spavrning area, but certainly as a contributor of pollutants

and provi-der of important recreational opportunitíes. These
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plans could infLuence the poJ-lutlon standards' recreationd'l use,

restructurfng of shorelfne and Lake bottom' preservation, creatio¡

or destruction of certain types of habftat, etc. within the llarbou¡ .

but these factors were not consideied.

Bfogeography - Not on1-y is the size of an ecosystem important to

consider; fts shape and relaÈions to other ecosystems also has

ecol-ogLcal- irnplícatíons. The theory of island bÍo-

geography deal-s with the viabílíty and behaviour of plant and 4

animal popul-atíons 1n areas cut off by some physical barrier such 
.

as lrater or mountains. Snal-l- natural ecosystems surrounded by füc

a "seatt of urbarb agricultural or oÈherwise aLtered environment

act'much l-ike fsLands 1n a sea of water. Thlrteen different

terrestrial vegetatlon corrnunitÍes, from beach, dune and rocky areas

to dense woodl-ands were identifie'd on loronto Isl-and and the water-

front area,(CWPC/I,Ial-Lace, Mcllarg, Roberts and Todd L976). Each

may be thought of as a small- island ecosystem' as nay Toronto

Island ltself. The theory of island biogeography has developed

in the last fifteen years to encompass the folLowing.observations

(a selected blblfography of these studies is given ín Appendix 3):

- The number of species that an.island'wil-1 support depends

upon its síze, shape and proximity Èo sources of col-onizing

species. The larger the isl-and or the closer.its proximity to

land or other islands., the more species will be maintained.

- Each isl-and has an equilibrium number of specles, above which

no further species can be supported.

:'l

,'j,
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: Each species population requires a minimum number of breeding

members ín order to maintain itself; this rnínímum populatíon

requires a minimum area of suitable habitat. More mobire

species that have the ability to cross physical barriers may

find this habitat in a number of different areas but less

nobile specÍ-es are more dependent on a single source. More

nobile specj-es are also able to colonize more dístant islands.

Based on biogeographical srudies, Diamond (1976) has deveroped

a number of spatial principles for the design of nature reserves

(areas to be preserved in a natural state (Figure g) ) .

The implicatíons of the size of each vegetation community on

the potential diversíty of species and the amount of habitat

required by viable populations of species; and the effects of

future human use on these needs was not considered in the McHarg

chrP study. rt may be ín thís case, that these considerations

would not make a noticeable difference to management recommendations

but it is difficult to judge without the proper information. rn

general, the effect of the size and shape of ecosystems upon their

dÍversity and viability is not included in McHargrs studies.

A very positive feature of McHargts approach is the maintenance

of diversity withÍn and between different ecosystems. Although the

effect on size and shape is rarely i-ncluded, the benefit of diverse

mosaics of different types of ecosystems in different stages of

succession is usually promoted. According to Bella (r974), Bella

and Overron (1972), Holling (197g), Holr and Talbot (1978) and

odum (1979) the risk of irreversible change to the environment and

the resultant loss of present and future options is minimi zed ff
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'l. Larger reserves are beÈter than smâller leserves.

2. One l-arger reserve is better Èhan several snaller reserves.

oooo
3. Reserves closer Ëogether are better than those farther apart.

oo
oo

oo
oo

4. Reserves in a cluster are often better than those in a line.

o ooooo

5. Connected reserves are better than unconnected rèserves.

ooo

6 Circular reserves are often better than linear reserves.

/_'

o
Geometrie pnineipLes for the desígn of nahße resetuea
(ùianond L976, ín EagLes 7979, p. 129)

FIG. 8
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a regional mosaic of land uses and ecosystem types is created.

Maintainíng this mosaic necessitates the spatial restriction of
actions which destroy or alter natural environments, and ensures

diversÍty of landscape types for reasons practical, (ie. erosion

control), aesthetic, (ie. ensures variety characteristic of the

regíon), and ecological (ie. maíntains species gene poors for
recolonization and rehabilitation) .

Ecosvstem S tructure - It is an often used truj-sm that the plants

and ani-mals comprising an ecosystem depend upon each other in a

number of ways (ie. 'tEverything is connected to everything e1se.")

But these connections are not ubiquitous.

-+ "Each species has a lirnited number of connecti.ons with others
that gÍve a distinct organization to the ecological system. This

organization resulÈs in a unique capacity Èo absorb and funner

impactsr' (Hollíng i-97g, p. 27).

"Analysis of studies ... suggest that ecosystems exhibit
patterns of connections resulting in subassemblies that are

highly connected with themselves, but loosely connected to others,r
(Holling 1978 p. 28) .

The method of assessing "what is thererr used in most planning

and impact studies is a species 1ist, which bears as much relation
to 

'^rhat is reall-y there as a píle of wooden parts d.oes to a finished
house. Judgements of a communityrs requirements for survj-val and

reactions to stress can be made much more easí1y if the architec-
ture of the community is described. Again, it is not possible to

assess the dÍfference which this insight would have made to theryes
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planníng and management recoÍmendatíons for the terrestrial envi¡-

onment ín cI.rPS. It is possible, however, to point out that the

spahrning grounds recortrnended for protection in Ëhe study are

those of a species of fish that was Íntroduced to the Lake Ontarlq

ecosystem in the late nineteenth century and which now comprises

almost 8O7" of íts biomass (Samples and Bishop 1980) ' IË may be that

attempts to create an ecosystem in the Lake ¡'rhich more closely app

mate the original structure and composition will be frustrated by

the domínance of that singl-e introduced species ' and that recoilunen-

datíons for Lake Ontario rehabilitation will- be to reduce rather

than maintaín their numbers. If the cornrnunity structure and signi-

ficance of the species found in the Toronto llarbour ecosystem v¡ere

assessed, especi-ally in relation to plans for that of the ¡'¡hole Lake

these aspects would have been considered.

Ecosysten Function - one of the basic flaws of ltlcHarg's

nethod is that, although the íntention exists to treât the ecosys-

tem as a dynarnic, sonewhat integral, functioning system, the con-

cepts used Èo describe and predict the operations of thís system

are often too siuplistic. It is true that most of the ecological

concepts used in recent research to explain ecosystem behaviour

have 1iEt1e applicabilíty in planning situations r¿here time' money

and data are extremely lirnited. But one way to begin to under-

stand and predlct ecosystem behaviour in response to certain huúan

uses (or stresses) ¡^¡ithout an ín-depth study is to observe that of-

sirnilar ecosystems in a variety of circumstances. This can often
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yÍeld valuable informatfon about the ability of an ecosystem to

wfthstand dífferent forms of stress. McHargrs method does not com-

pare and it is inÈeresting that of all ten approaches consÍdered

in this paper, no other whích is operative fail-s to do thís (Figure l).
tr'urther, Ln order to recognize stressed states, Ít Ís necessary

to understand the un^stressed or baseliäe condition, the definítíon of ¡¡hich

is primarily a matter of choice. For ecosysteÍre intended to be kept in
a (more or less) natural state, the baselÍne for conparÍson would

be a sinilar natÍve ecosystem, Lf this could be found. For those

which are natural (ie. not buÍ1t forn) but heavily used or changed,

the native baseline may stÍll provide a useful ueasure of the eco-

sysÈeqsr pote¡rti.al for upgrading and may also provide a model for
the process. This is not to say that the native state would be

the rehabílitation goa1. ThÍs is not practical or even possible,

in most cases. The native state would sirnply define a dírection

for change, should that change be courpatible r¡ith existing and

anticipated use. rn many (though not all) ecosystems, the natural

state is more diverse and productive than is the heavily inpacted;

it is also often safer and more pleasurable for human use - partÍ_c-

u1ar1y Ín aquatic systems.

rt Ís even possíb1e to assess the ecological potential of

urban ecosystems. Dorney (r9lg) has shor^m that different
envÍronments r¿ithin the city have different characteristic bird
diversities. A knowledge of the potential of an area for eco-

system quallty and habítat diversity helps to promote more rehab-

ilitation than simply maintenance-oriented management.
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The oríginal natíve state of the Great Lakes is the baselÍne that ts

beíng used to develop current rehabilitative management goals (GLER,

SPOF, Lake Trout, Ecosystem IndÍcator). The goals themselves

represent conditj.ons closer to the original staÈe Ëhan those that

exist now. But the knowledge of the Lakesr original ecosystem, as

r¿ell as the changes that have taken place sÍnce European settlement

allows assessments of the exÈent of change and the poËential for

rehabilitation. For example, Lake Ontario origínally suppoLted

three types of fÍsh conmunÍties: the ríver spar^7ners, the warm

ürater shorelíne boËtom-feeders and the cold water free roaming

open-1-ake species. The last category whÍch included all prized

cormercial and recreational species (sturgeon, trout, etc.), has

vírtually been eliminated from the Lake and replaced with schools

of smaller, less commercíally valued fish (íe. alewives).

Resource managers are nord attempting to formulaÊe sÈrategies

to bring back some of the open-lake comrnercial species. They are

also inÈending to íntroduce non-native open-lake speeies that are

more similar Èo the original lake inhabitants than those that live

there nor^r - and also, more cornmercially valuable. The process of

reorganizing (or rehabilitating) an ecosystem is one which is

largely a game of chance. MeËhods must therefore be experímental

and adaptive to conti-nually monitored results.

This concept of a goal for ecosystem management other than

thaÈ of the existing state or some successional variation, is for-

eign to McHargrs method. This may be because McHargrs concept

of ecosystem 'statef is noÈ one which incorporates 'healtht based

on certaín characteristic, baselíne conditions, and is therefore
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not one which, as a matter of course, recognizes those r¿hich are

non-characteristic or unhealthy.

McHarg's críteria for preservation and type of management

socÍal value:strategy is, instead,

t'Performance requirements specify Èhose human
acti-ons necessary to maíntain the resource at
the 'normt at which its value to society is un-
dininished. A 'norm' may be a very specific
lega1 standard an accepted guidelíne, or
an official recommendation. If there is no
1egal precedent or if insufficíent data exists
to specify a quantifíable 'norm' a general state-
ment must suffice'1 (ChrPC/Wa1lace, McHarg, Roberts
and Todd 1976, p. 81).

E-cosystem Self-re g-ulation One of the aost important fu¡ctions of an eco-

system is its "homeostatic" ability to recover from a stressed condition

to some more healthy or representative condition. The branch of ecology

which deals with "healthy"/"norma1" and "dangerous"/"abnormal" deviations

from an ecosystemsr steady state, and the mechanisms which determine and

direct its recovery, or transformation to another state is stress ecology.

The ability to predict ecosystem stability from certain observable or

measurable characteristics is an important consideration in stress ecology, and

one which is of unquestionable value to the planner or manager. One of its

most important characteristics discussed to date i-n ecological literature is

the complexity of an ecosystem, and its related t'functional redundancy"; Lhat

is, the number of species fulfilling very similar roles in the organization of

the ecosystem. Current theory suggests that in stable (dominantly favourable)

physical envírontnents, complex, competitive ecosystems develop which are

stable in the sense that component populations tend to fluctuate very little.
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The classic exauple of a complex, stable ecosystem is a tropícal forest.

Because there is a high functional redundancy in such a system' certain changes

within the system nay have little effect on its overall functioni.ng. For

example, the destruction of one vegetatíve layer, all the vegetation ín a

limited area, or of selected insect species (ie. t.he tse tse fly) may have ¡¡e

perceptible effect on the forest as a whole. Because these systems tend to

be adapted to a narro\^l range of phvsical envionmental fluctuatíons, however

they are particularly sensítive to disturbances beyond this range, and nay take

a relatively long time to recover their oríginal complexity once degraded or

destroyed. According to l'Iay (1975), they are "less able to r,rithstand our

batteringt'.

In physical environments which are unstable or intermittently s.table,

such as estuaries, intertidal zones, or fire-adapted forest or grassland eco-

systems, organisms tend to reproduce quickly and exploít newly

found or created favourable circumsÈances. Ecosystems tend to be less complex

than those in stable envionxnents and composed of species with much larger pop-

ulation fluctuations. In the sense of continuity of population numbers, then,

these species may be thought of as unstable; but by vírtue of their unstable,

exploitive rÌature, they tend to be resistent to a much ¡¿ider range of stresses.

It could be said of all species that they are "preadapted" to a certaín range

of stresses, but species from unstable physical environments tend, by definí-

tion, to be pre-adapted to a r¿ider range of stresses. Inter-tidal communíties

for example are pre-adapted to physical displacement, wind, vüave abuse and

substantial changes in salinity and moisture. Some of these stresses (physí-

ca1 displacement, for example), actually aid in the development of a diverse

community (Paine L96ù, although diversity, in general tends to be higher

under stable conditions (I,rrhittaker 1975).
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The least diverse corrmunitíes tend to be those developed in constantly
harsh physical environments where relatively favourable conditions produce

intermitÈent perÍods of growth for a narrolr range of especially hardy species
The classíc example of this type of environment is the Arctic. Ability to
wÍthstand and reeover from stress in these communities ís more related to
the relatively short periods when growth (and'hence recovery) is possible,

than to the resilience of the species ínvolved.

Each of these examples demonstrates that the ability of an ecosysr.em

to (1) witnstand or (2) recover from stress (environuental or cultural) is
related to the "usual" type and íntensity of envÍronmental stress to which

they are exposed (and hence adapted) and to the structure and strength of
the homeostatic Processes withín the system itself. As just discussed, these

factors are related, although perhaps not as precíselyas the exampres would

indicate The systemrs ability to ¡¿i-thstand stress can be measured by the

size of disturbance necessary to cause (1) noticeable change and (2) irrever-
sible change. cairns and Dickson (Lg77) have labelled the first property,
the systemts "inertia'r, and the second, its rrvulnerability,r. Each is
measured by the size of disturbance necessary to cause the respecËive changes

(i-rreversible being defined as having a recovery time greater than a human

life span). The rate of eeosystem recovery after a disturbance has been

referred to by cairns, Dickson (rg77) and orions (1975) âs rhe system's
I'elasticity'r. Presumably the greater the systemrs elasticity, the less is
the recovery period. The number of times a sysÈem is able to recover from

a similar disturbance is its "resiliency" to that disturbance (cairns and

Dickson (L977).
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Studies by Cairns and Dickson (f978) indicate that an ecosystemrs

ability to recover from a di-sturbance may itself be degraded by suecessive

stresses. The salt marsh ecosystem which they studied was shown to be able

to recover from four to five oí1 spills in quick succession. I^Ihen Èhe number

was increased to 16 or 17, with the same frequency, however, the ability s¡

the rnarsh to recover was either considerably reduced or destroyed altogether.

Resiliency !ùas therefore shor^m to be relaÈed to the type, intensity, number

and frequency of sÈresses applied to the ecosystem - and is an exËremely

important concept to develop for envíronmental nanagement.

Orions (L975) describes a number of other properties of ecosystens

(see Figures 9,IO & ll) including persistence, which he defines as the sur-

vival time of the system. If the stresses to which the system is forced to

respond are too severe, the system may be destroyed (as in the case of

severe persistent SO2 poisoning in the Sudbury region of Ontario (ie Friedman a

Hutchinson 1980). More often, however, the system will reorganize itself at a

different point of equilibrium (Ilolling f978) almost a.lways to produce resourcei

of lower unit and aggregate val-ue (Regier 1973). Documented cases of the

transformati-on of the Great Lakes fish cornmunities during the nineteenth

century, for example, are frequent ( Loftus, K.H. and H.A. Regier (eds)I97Ð. V4

(I977, I979) provÍ-dss detailed evidence of fish community transformation in

three small bays within the Great Lakes: Toronto Bay (now known as Toronto

Harbour), Burlington Bay on Lake Ontarj-o, and Inner Bay on Lake Erie.

The detail in this discussion of stress ecology is provided simply

because it seems to be, along with the theory of biogeography just discussed'

the most applicable contribution to planning and management from recent

ecological research. If those stresses to which an ecosystem is pre-adapted

can be identified, then so may the cl-asses of human stress to which the systeln

can best adapt. If the mechanisms by which ecosystems recover from stress

can be discovered, then management guidel-i-nes can be formul-ated which aid,

father tha¡ i. nhi Ì-i + tìrê t-l:^.eqc -

The
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Constancy: the lack of change in some parameter of the system.

Persistence: the survivaL time of the system.

rnertia: the ability to resist external perturbations.

EJ-asticity: the rate at which the system returns to its former state

following a perturbation.

the area over which the system is stable (the same as

Hollings's resil-ience) .

Ampfitude:

CycLi-cal Stabili ty:

the property of a system to cycle about some central point

or zone.

Traiectorv Stabil_i ty:

the property of a system to move towarC.. some final_ end

point or zone despite differences in the starting points

(equifinality).

The factors which increase each of these properties are l-isted in Figures 9 and I0.

Ff G. g Orians t terrninology ( Kay lg7 g ) .

Seoen properties of ecosAstems uhich are reLated to their stability.
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A Persistence
1. Environmental heterogeneity in space and time
2. Large patch sizes
3. Constant Physical environment
4. High resource utilization thresholds of predators

B. Inertia
Envíronmental heterogeneity in space and time
Greater phenotypic diversity of prey
Multiplicíty of energry PathwaYs
Intraspecific variability of prey
High mean longevity of individuals of component species (Frank, 1968)

C. Elasticity
High density-dependence in birth rates
Short life cycles of component species
Capacity for high disPersal
Strong migratorY tendencies
Generalized foraging Patterns

D. Anplitude
Vleak density-dependence in birth rates
Intraspecific variability of component species
Capacity for long-distance dispersal
Broad physical tolerances
Generalized harvesting capabilities
Defense against predators not dependent on a narrow range of hiding
places

Cyclic Stability
1. High resource-utilization thresholds
2. Long fag times in response of species to changes in resource
3. Heterogeneity of environment in space and time

F TrajecÈory Stability
l. Strong organism-induced modifications of the physical environment
2. All facÈors increasing elasticity.

I
2
3

4
5

l_

2

3

4
5

1
2

3
4
5
6

E

FIG. 10. 7riartst tenninoLogy (Kay 1979) '
EnuironmentaL factors and phenotypie eh.aracteristics of speeies
inerease different kirtás of stabiLity,
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A. Temperate forests

1
2
3
4

5
6

Low species richness in most taxa
Proportionally fewer rare species
High reproductive rates
Extensive seed do::mancy

High average disþer'saL raÈes
Many migratory specÍes, short barriers' ineffective

7. Ì4ore habitat generaLists
8. More dietary generalists?

B. Tropical forests

1. HÍgh species richness in most taxa
2. Proportionally more rare species
3. Lo\,û reproductive rates
4. Little or no seed do¡:nancy (Gonez-Pompa et a1., Jt9721
5. Low average dispersal rates
6. Few migratory species, short barriers effective (Diamond, 1973a, b,

MacArthur, Dianond & Karr, L9721
7. Fewer habitat generalists
8.' More dietary specialists?

EIG. 7L; OtíÃnst terwinoLogiq (Ka.y 1g?g)

GeneraL adøptitte eharacteràstíes of speeies ín temperate anå, tropical
forests,
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The ability to predict ecosystem thresholds of tolerance to stresses

has been developed only as a concept. It is possible' however, to obtain

estimates of tolerance levels through practical experience. Observations of

changes in an ecosystem through time- may be correlated with human influences

or stresses to show those stresses from which the ecosystem could. recoverr âDd

those from which it could not. This dual accounting system of hu¡nan stresses

and ecosystem responses is the basis for S-RESS. According to Rapport and

Regier (1980), "Idea11y, if the relationship between stress and the ecosysten

responses were fully specified, one set of data (eg. stress) might be inferred

from the other (eg. response) and visa versa. The current state of knowledge

is sufficient for this in some special cases."

This correlation of stress and response is possible in the loronto Harbour

aquatic ecosystem, for example, where Whillans (1977, LgTg) has traced trans-

formations in the ecosystem to fairly specific human and storm activities.

The human activities are related to increased urbanization of the waterfront

and Don River watershed discharging into the harbour (industrial and seÍ¡age

wastes, dredging and disposal of dredgeate, shoreline restructuring, removal

of lake-bottom stones for building purposes, etc.). Once the stress is iden-

tified, it is possible to pinpoint the controlling forces; in this case water-

front and watershed planning and the establishment of pollution control stand-

ards. While a knowledge or at least a speculation about the tolerance limits

of the Toronto Harbour ecosystem would have been a useful tool to those invol

in these processes during its urbanization,if any value had been placed on good

water quality and a healthy ecosystem, it is stil1 possible to use this hinds

in the rehabilitation of the ecosystem of management of síurilar ecosystens.
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Management withln ecosystem tolerance levels is a practice

which is most applicable to those ecosystems for which a natural

character is intended, in the face of rather intensive hu¡nan use.

The concept is therefore highly applicable to both Toronto Island

and Toronto Harbour. McHargrs method addresses ecosystem tolerance

by limíting use according to its inherent fragility. For smaller'

terrestrial ecosystems requiring no quantítatÍve wildlife manage-

ment practices, thís method can be very effective (ie. for Toronto

Island). But, in aquatic ecosystems, v/here a1l stresses are highly

integrated, and in larger terrestrj-al ecosystems where the variety

of resource de¡nands may impose stresses which are not possible to

intuitively integrate and assess, McHargrs method ís clearly inadequate'

Monitoring: Indícators of Ecosystem Health - The advantages of

monitoring changes in an ecosystem through time leads to the prob-

lem of the choice of variables to monitor. Rapport and Friend (1979)

and Rapport and Regier (1980) suggest that the variables to be

monj-tored should be those r¡hích represent important aspects of the

health or proper functioning of the ecosystem. Rapport and Regier

liken these systemic variables to the vital signs in human medicíne.

Disruption to any of these vital signs signifies that something is

\¡rrong, although it may not be possible without a good deal of

previous experience to diagnose the malady and isolate the Proper

causes. The type of indicators most appropriate to each ecosystem

depends upon its type and use.

"An ecosystem whlch retains many of its nat-
ural properties and is used in a tnear-naturalt
state requires an early warning monitoring
approach in which response variables sensitive
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to gradual degradative changes are key ele-
ments in the information system. At the
other end of the specÈTun are devastated eco-
systems in which gross changes are of inter-
est. In betr¿een the two extremes (ie. in
areas ll-ke Toronto Isl-and) there is a need
for a more complex, concenttated ... [net-
work of i-ndicaÈors, some sensitive to ini-
tial changes, and others resilient enough
to demonstrate cumulative, long-term effects]
(Rapport and Regier 1980 ,'p. 26).

This process of selecting only indicative variables for monltoring

produces a system r^rhich is both more sensitive to the importênt

vÍtal parameters within an ecosystem and more economic.

The paraneters suggested for monitoring by the ChrPS are those

outlÍned by the OntarÍo MÍnistry of Environment (MOE). These

parameters are extensive, are assessed individually rather than

synergístically and many bear litt1e kno¡nrn relation to the I'health"

of an ecosystem. They are also limíted stríctly to \rrater and air

quality; ignoring other ecosystem parameters which are vital to its

survival (íe. amount of toxin accumulated in the fsod chain, or

ability of important habítat). It is unreasonable to expect that

Èhe firm of !üallace, McHarg, RoberÊs and Todd should help MOE to

reotganíze its monitoring system. It is reasonabler. however, to

expect that they would understand its limitations and help the

CttPC to overcome them. Thís, they did not do.

In suütnary, some developments in ecological understanding which

are not reflected in McHargrs methodology are discussed above. The

irnplication for planners is not to rush to incorporate these ideas

into a "revised" methodology but to have some appreciation for the

developing and highly complex fie1d. Planners should be aware of

these developments in order to better utilize the ecologists

wíth ¡¡hom they work, rather than to hope to apply them independantly
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